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THE NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
SANTA EE, N. M., THURSDAY NOVEMBER 24 1910,
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Torreon Was Swept by Terrific Cattle Inspector E. E. Van Horn It Was Five o'CIock This Mor.
Makes 'an Arrest at
ning When Convention
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Encino.
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;
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After five o'clock this morning, the
Governor Mills today appointed
Et Paso, Texas, Nov. 22. With
I Hitt of WUlaad, a notary pub legislative day ot Monday, November
practically all lines of communication
,i
llo.
in the hands of the government and
21, the data of adjournment of the
8chodj Census.
with the frontier closely guarded, the
constitutional convention, ended. The
ot
Public
.
Instrucof
hands
of the official clock were turn
Superintendent,
the situation in Mexico
knowledge
this morning Is somewhat vague. From tion J. E. Clark, today received the ed back five hours early in the even
meager Information which filtered Bchooi census for 1910 of San Miguel ing. By this morning, all the delethrough last night It Is known that county, which credits the county with gates except the following, had signed
the situation Is critical In the ex 7,663 persons between the ages of five tbs Constitution:
G. B. Patterson,
treme. Serious disorders are reported and twenty-on- e
years, an increase of James G. Fitch, J. Lee Lawson, H. B.
42
over
last year,
from points in seven different states.
Fergusson, E. F. Saxon snd James N.
The territory affected Is spreading
Incorporations,
G. E. Moffett, who had said
The Deming Ladles' Hospital Asso Upton.
fanwlae from a point less than a hun
he would sign It, tad changed his
dred miles northwest of Mexico City ciation of Deming, Luna county, filed
and J. N. Upton and G. B. Pat
to the United States border. In addi- incorporation papers today In the of mind,
terson declared they might sign it af
Secretary Nathan ter
tion, fighting is reported in Puebla, fice of Territorial
more mature deliberation. Three
southeast of the Mexican capital, and Jaffa. The incorporators and direct
were absent,' Thomas B.
In Orizaba, state of Vera Cruz, east of ors are: Mrs. Achsa Field, Marguerite members
Pat-toMexico City. Francisco Madero, head E. Merrill, Kate K Molr, Emma S. Catron, J, H. Crist and Emmett
Mr. Catron, of course, will sign
of the
In Mexico Duff and Ella Mahoney.
The National Slavonic Society of It; Mr. Patton had returned home afIs reported to have entered the coun
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, also filed in ter the first or second day of the sestry at the head of a force nearly
thousand, and is in the hills of Cos-- corporation papers, the headquarters sion on account of Illness, and Mr.
huila, his native state, organizing his for New Mexico to be at Santa Fe and Crist absented himself from the conTERRITORIAL REPUBLICAN CHAIRMAN H. 0. BURSUM.
troops. Government Boldlers are re- the statutory agent. Insurance Com- vention during the latter half of the
session.
ported to be moving north to meet missioner Jacobo Chaves.
Arrested By Cattle Inspector.
The hours after midnight were
"The most significant (act ' about to go before the people (or any office. him. A rumor that General Bernardo
E. E. Van Horn of the Cat spent In reading 'the Constitution, as
Bursum" every one calls him that, His friends are willing to work and Reyes, military hero of the country. tleInspector Board has
returned from finally revised. It was a tedious job,
Sanitary
to bestow upon him any office. who was Implicated in the uprtslrig
aid a supreme court justice the other fight
where be Inspected a ship- but A. H. Hudspeth had saved much
Every possible honor, (rom United two years ago and who baa been prac Vaughn,
HON. FRANK W. PARKER, A JU8T AND UPRIGHT JUDGE.
ment
con"Is
of
from
he
has
been
snd
Wlllard and time, by a motion that the roll call on
that
horses,
day,
growing
States Senator to Governor, has been tically In exile since, bad reached
stantly and Is still growing." There is mentioned in his behalf by his friends Mexico, has given a tremendous im Stanley, where he Inspected shipments each section and article be dispensed
no leisure In his energy, no retrogres but he himself isnot seeking any off- petus to the revolutionary movement of cattle. He arrested Ramon Garcia with and that the ayes and nays be
If sny county has reason to
bs course In bis native city, he afterward
sion in his attainments, the deeds of icial preferement; he needs no official United States soldiers along the bor ot Encino, Torrance county, for ped recorded only upon the whole docuder are under, arms ready to move at dling meat without being able to show ment
the pursued an elective course fn the un
proud of its representation in
JfJteiu:".are but stepping stones and preferment
,
of
nothing elsejw' hiiu- - From the lowH, 0. Bursum Is a native of Fort a moment's notice, and dispatches the hide.
There was an air ot festivity all constitutional Convention it is Dona erary department of the University
Civil Service Examinations.
est rung, to the leadership of a great Dodge, Iowa. He Is 43 years old, but from Washington, clearly Indicate the
Mlchlgan In conjunction with the
Ana. The Mesllla
the
which
with
prea
sent
evening,
opened
Valley
Civil
service examinations at Santa
of law, and was graduated from
party, from a private In the ranks to in those forty-threyears has lived uneaslneBB of the federal authorities Fe,
sentation of tokens of esteem to the quartet of delegates, the peer of sny study
Albuquerque, Roswell and Las Ve
the law department of that Institua general who has led his party to more years than most men, for from over the present situation.
Charles A. Spless; at Santa Fe and
officer,
presiding
are
announced
gas
by Secretary
those on the inside tion In March 1880. He then opened
victory again and again, despite dis- early boyhood he bad to make his own Troops Qo Over to Revolutionists.
Chief Clerk, George W. Armljo,
Outbreaks occurred
at Charles J. Parsons of the local board, the
yesterday
couragements, despite fierce opposi- way. He was only 13, when he came
had an office for' practice in his native
H. are aware that no delegation
and the sergeant-at-arms- .
Major
from
whom
further
Information
Gomez
Guerrero
and
may
the
- town and followed his profession there
tion, that Is glory enough (or any man, to New Mexico and helped to' push Durango,
R. Whiting. Jose D. Sena presided greater Influence as a whole In shapbe
Deobtained
the
local
at
state
Parral
of
postofflce,
H.
but
O. Bursum Is not after glory, the Santa Fe railway through New raiaclo,
Durango,
ing the progressive features of the i for s. little more than a year.
he Is not alter shekels, he is not after Mexico, as a contractor, freighter and state of Chihuahua, Torreon and Her cember 7 and 8, for fortification gracefully during these proceedings, Constitution than the Dona Ana ' On October 1, 1881, Judge Parker
which declared to the world, that despower, he merely wants to serve his as a railroader. He has lived at Us manans. state of Coahullla, Acambaro, dragtBman paying an entrance salary
crowd. Judge
Frank W. Parker, coming to New Mexico, located at Sc
friends and the people, and he serves ton, at San Antonio, at Fort Wlngate state of Guanajuato, and Orizaba, of 11,600 a year; cartographic drafts pite the controversies and the wrang- naturally, was the leader of the ' corro, and a month later was
both well. In the constitutional con- and then at Socorro, where even' six- state of Vera Cruz. One of the most man at 13.84 per diem at the naval ling for advantage, the delegates dehis official standing aslned by a committee and admitted to
war college at Newport, Rhode Island, parted lh friendship with and (or
vention, he should be classed as a teen years ago already, the people rec- serious features of the uprising Is
a judge of the Supreme Court of the practice. He first settled at Mesllla,
and
assistant
school
each
other.
the
Gomez
Palaclo that
superintendent,
report from
and
progressive, bis leanings are all that ognized his sterling qualities
clal poise, bis then the county seat of Dona Ana
to $3,000 a year, and male and
Judge G. A. Richardson arose to
way, and (or that reason, be has been elected him sheriff, In which position three hundred federal troops went ov $1,600
his
recognized
female
ability;
quiet force-- county, where he maintained his office
teachers
er
in
the
the
a
silver
to
with
revolutionists
set
Philippines, present
so successful In healing WTrences, he was noted for his fearlessness, his
beautiful
serving
taking
were
factors
that
wrote In- - 'or a yesr. In the fan 'of 1882 he
s
fulness,
to
.
41,000
a
The
for
$2,000
date
of
furnished
them
.
S.
and
three
yuai.
.large
In hringlng t'lietj-.cquantities
piece
by
Spitz,
falmcsi and his sei"io uphold 'the
nj av'atlr
to the Constitution the Article on moved to Kingston, Sierra county, a
coucllable opinions, so that New Mex- law: Four years later he began his ammunition. Troops are being rush- the Philippine positions has not been the local jeweler. He said:
which provides
for an mining town then enjoying a boom.
ico will have a safe and sane and yet career as a legislator in the Council. ed to all points where disorders are definitely set as yet but applications
"For fifty days or more this conven- Judiciary
elective Judiciary from top to hot- -'
In May 1883, he removed to Hills-tortion has been in session. ' We have
progressive constitution. On one point, In 1889, he took hold of the territorial reported and it practically Is certain for the positions may not be filed.
It is desired to secure as many ell- - had our
and other features, the value boro, where he practiced law though
however, he Insisted In the parleyings penitentiary as warden and placed It that there has been heavy fighting in
we
our
had
have
differences,
of which
are already recognized spending the greater portion of his
number of places.
glbles as possible who are college
of all sides for vantage ground. That on a business basis, made it self-su-p
controversies, formulating the fundais, that the people demand a commis- porting by introducing the brick mak According to advices this morning graduates, and especially graduates of mental law for the proposed state of by the Convention and will be ap-- time in Las Cruces. He practiced In
schools
and
San
of
polytechnlo
Torreon
Antonio, San Andreas,
agricultu- New Mexico. Strenuous as the work predated by the people. In fact, a HlllBboro and the surrounding coun-fesion that would regulate and super- ing industry. At the same time, he
(
of the more conservative mem-- 1 ties until elevated to the bench,
vise corporations Including transpor- was the first to employ convicts at ranch, Mlnaca, Enclnillas, Guerrero, ral Bcbools. It Is also desired to se has heen, there has been enjoyment
tation and transmission
the and surrounding country In the state cure ellgibles who are graduates of In it, and now that the conflict Is over,
complained that Judge Parker 'ing appointed on January 10, 1898, by
companies; publlo road making and started
that they wanted a commission that construction of the superb scenic high of Chihuahua were taken by revolu- normal schools.
we have realized that peace has its was too much disposed to consider President McKlnley to be an assocl- The Philippine school year begins
would do the work and that they must way from Santa Fe to Las Vegas and tionists last night. The rebels con
of a question, that
all
sides
he ate Justice of the supreme court of
just reward the same as war. It is
V make
have such a commission. And he built the magnificent
switchbacks fiscated all the stores of the military in the early part of June and ends with this thought that I perform the was too Judicial
to
the New Mexico, a position he still holds.
with
the month of March. So far as most
wrote with his own hands into the f across the Dalton divide. Since 1904, equipment and all cattle and horses.
by President
pleasant duty Imposed upon me, kind of "stand-pat- "
partisan that He was
constitution
the sections that will he has been chairman of the territo Chihuahua Is under martial law. The possible all appointments as teachers to present this token of our esteem to they thought he ought to be. But Roosevelt In December 1901, and again
are
made
with
to
view
a
their arrival our beloved presiding officer, the Hon. it is that absolute
give New Mexico a commission that rial Republican central committee and situation around Jlmlnez and Parral
fairness, that log in December 1906. He was reapThe revolu- at Manila before the beginning of the Charles A. Spless. I do not know why ical
will be sustained by the courts, that he has not lost a political battle al- Is said to be desperate.
reasoning power, which fit Judge pointed by President Taft recently.
school
which
were
the
year,
to
tionists
that
requires
assault
Par
expected
will regulate and supervise corporate though In every fight the odds were
I was selected unless It was because Parker so eminently to hold a place The only other office the Judge has
wealth and that will see to it that the heavy. The latest victory of the par- ral at day break. Severe fighting took appointees sail In April or the first I was the only man who dared to ap like that of Chief Justice in the new held was that of
of
superintendent
week
In
In
there
con
the
this
May.
last
rebels
the
1b
be
place
way
night,
the
deal
be
led, was
election of 71 out
square
given by the railroads ty
peal (rom the decision of the chair on
or would make him a valued re- schools of Sierra county.
to the people. That again, would of 100 delegates to the constitutional Ing repulsed with the loss pf fifteen tract period of two years expires with rule No. 60. I discharge this duty state,
presentative at Washington, D. C, for
the school year. Later sailings are with the full
Judge Parker has been closely as
have been glory enough for any man. convention. Mr, Bursum has a force- men.
appreciation expressed the new state, should the political
sometimes permitted, but few appoint by every one here of the
sociated with various publlo interDown With the Yankees.
But he has been active in shaping ful and magnetic personality, his word
fairness, just chess
take such s turn as to ests in New Mexico. He was a mem
ments are made during the remainder ness
other parts of the constitution and In Is taken without question or quibbling
and Intelligence with which you make game
Mexican papers received this morn
a compromise candidate advi- ber of a militia company organized at
of the year. Two days of seven hours have
each case he bad an eye to giving the for even his political enemies acknowl- ing show that conditions
presided."
at Vera each will
sable among the many ether aspirants HlllBboro during the Geronimo raldr
be allowed for the regular
people what publlo sentiment demand- edge that his word la as good as gold. Cruz were serious as far back as SatPresident Spless responded feeling for senatorial and congressional
honThe
but was in no active service. He
ed, protecting the weak against the He has a happy family circle In Socor- urday. It Is reported In Pachuca that subjects of this examination.
as
follows:
five subjects will bs given on the ly
ors. The New Mexican will ' repeat was made a Mason In Kingston Lodge,
strong, guaranteeing every man his ro, but it la also at Santa Fe, that Mrs. the Americans are fleeing. Cards first
Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen ot the from the
first
and the remaining subjects
biography It recently pub- A. F. ft A. M.; belongs to the chapter
.rights. It Is a good record on which Bursum Is a social favorite,
reading: "Death to the Yankees," and on theday,
Convention every one of you, my lished of the Judge:
second day.
and
commandery at Deming, the
"Down with the Gringoes!" were postfriends: I find it most difficult to
Subjects.
An indication of the caliber ot the Shrine at Albuquerque, and to the
ed all over the town.
Many cards
Thesis (of not lees than 300 words employ language which will fittingly
DEMOCRATS
22 to 21.
DISFRANCHISE
Chairman Moeur? of the read: "Kill Diaz and his Yankee
members of the constitutional conven- Elks lodge at Silver City.
8PANI8H AMERICANS. educational committee warmly espous- friends!" The Inauguration of Presi- on either of two subjects given, to express my deep gratitude to you tion can be gleaned from the fact that In politics, the Judge has always
test
of
v
knowledge
syntax, style, spell This present coming to me from yoa two
ed the cause of segregation.
dent Diaz for another term is schedRepublican, upon
Judges of the Territorial Supreme been s staunch
punctuation, and capitalization) as It does is to me a mark of the con- Court are members 'and one of these the bench he has made an excellent
Convention
The present law, which remains ef uled for December 1, and a general ing,
Arizona . Constitutional
16 weights.
fidence, love and friendship which Is the veteran jurist, Hon. Frank W. record (or the Judicial soundness and
fective, provides that school districts disturbance is expected then it not
Adopts Educational Qualifications
6
Penmanship (rated on thesis)
you, and each ot you, bear for me. Parker who comes as a delegate from impartlality-.o- t
for Franchise.
his decisions, seeming
may segregate the white and colored already general by that time. It, waB
weights.
This beautiful present welded from Dona Ana county, his home being In to lose utterly that personal view and
children If it is desired In that dis- reported this morning that forty revoArithmetic (as comprised In the or the
'
will
be Las Cruces.
lutionists were executed last night at
pure white metal as It Is
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov, 23. Matters trict.
prejudice which Interfere with the
15
dtnary grammar school
carried home by me Into the bosom
After s long debate, the convention Puebla. ; : ....
'
uniform administration ot Justice, and
DrAsidTCMann Pnrkftr.
Unn
relating to the educational system of
weights.
love
most
to
of
be,
my family where I
last night adopted the educational
Torreon In Hands of Rebels.
is regarded today as one of the
Geography (mathematical, physical, In
Arizona and affecting labor, occupied
Ing Judge of the third Judicial district, he
the seclusion of my home with my was
qualification to the election law pro
22.
ul u..
The death toll and political) 10 Weights.
born "n Sturgis, Michigan, OC- - ao'esi rep.cBouuv,
the attention of delegates to the con- vision by a vote of 23 to 21. Only the Eagle Pass, Nov,
cons
from
the
wife and children away
tew of his
at Torreon which has fallen Into the
I860. He was s son ol In the southwest But
Physiology and hygiene (as found
toberlO
stitutional convention yesterday. A Democratic members of the conven
of
turmoil
and
the
strife
the
life,
on the bench
test,
InTils
1b reportthe
Ions
of
years
many
revolutionists
hands
in
the
6
school
Antoinette
and
Maria
grammar
Wilson
number of provisions which will bene- tion participated in the debate. Dele
and when I am there the precious meA thousand rebels, armed weights.
ed
have been reversed by the higher trlParker.
Foremost gate Ingraham of Yuma voiced
fit labor were adopted..
the withheavy,
mento will bring back to my memory (Thompson)
modern
bunals.
with
the
In
the
swept
guns,
treated
school
city
English
(as
a
comordinary
high
Having completed
among these are the compulsory
warning that a Republican senate a terrific Ire several hours.
moments which it has been
grammar school
Including pleasant
pensation measure and that prohibit- would never place us approval upon
my extreme pleasure to have enjoyed
and
IS
Prisoners
Liberated
analysis
and
Armed.
parsing)
weights.
contracts
and
nullifying many
ing
a constitution which would for years
rents in tunnels and other free coursand civil government
of with you.
UNDERGROUND WATER8
signed by any employe releasing a preclude the election of a United Mexico City, Nov. 22. Yesterday theHistory
United States (as covered In the
bodies of revolutionists attackof one
.FARM USE. es that afford no surface Indications
three
is
convention
This
FOR
composed
corporation from liability or responsi- States senator. His argument
waB
s
of water, and that his locations In reand the hundred men and you have about
ed the military barracks at Orizaba grammar school
bility (or Injury or death. There was that the Republicans would disfranwhere water flows in
also adopted the Cunnlffe proposition chise hundreds of Mexican citizens and liberated and armed the prison- Constitution of the United States) 10 completed the great work for which Report By the United States Goelogl-ca- l gions
channels are no more successful
weights.
you were called together by Congress,
The Divining.
for an employers' liability provision who Invariably voted the Republican ers. A group of a hundred revolutionSurvey
than mere guesses. In fact, Its oper
Nature study and drawing (Involv the work of
ists stationed on a summit of a nearby
Rod.
framing a constitution for
abrogating the common law of the ticket
ators are successful only In regions
hill threw dynamite bombs Into the ing a knowledge of the development, a
the framing of an In
"fellow servant" doctrine, and removThe measure requires that all elecpeople,
great
where ground water occurs In a defi
of strument which will erect a governfled growth, habits, and peculiarities
ing the limit (or damages In case of tors must be able to read the constl-tutlo- barracks. When the soldiers
The United States Geological Sur nite sheet in porous material. In such
the more common animals and plants,
their
from
and
anti-alie- n
their
V
charged
quarters
death
the
and
or
one
of the grand- vey has Just issued a report by M. L.
ment for a people of
Kinney
in English.
injury
few failures to find water can
assailants another party of rebels at methods of Interesting pupils In the est commonwealths
labor measure In an amended
of our nation. Fuller entitled "Underground
waters regions for wells can get water almost
occur,
tacked the prison, beat down the study of the same, and skill in the When
form.
you go to your homes, every for farm use." Mr. Fuller enumerates
LURED FROM PASADENA
guards and liberated' and armed all execution of Illustrative drawings) 5 man of you one hundred men, can the various kinds of rocks and de-- l anywhere."
The original Kinney proposition,
FOR A LIFE OF 8HAM6. the prisoners. The fifteenth Mexican weights. '.,- -.
The report can be obtained without
which caused more widespread comconvey under cbarge by applying to the Director
Denver, Colo., Nov, 23. Lured from Infantry charged the revolutionists
History and science of teaching lay your hands upon your hearts,and posits that contain and
ment In the territory, especially In her home
the
have
describes
you
several; ot the United States Geological Sur- ground water,
In Pasadena, California, by and after hot fighting drove them back (comprising school government, meth- In your conscience say that
the mining camps, than any other
life In Denver Into the woods, The fighting con- ods ot teaching, duties of the teacher, well and faithfully performed the du types of wells and dlscusBes measures Tey Bt ya8hington.
a
of
pleasant
promises
measure, prohibited the employment Miss Florence
ties you have been called upon to for the protection oi springs ana weiin
Mrs. tinued until nine o'clock last night. etc.) 10 weights.
Semple, now
which Is white slavers
of more than 20 per cent alien labor, Nicholas Hondras, left everything and The casualties are not
given lonq
by your constituents. The from pollution. The report,
perform
known.
10
and
Experience,
training,
fitness,
al- or the employment under ground or is now In the matron's quarters at the
,
SENTENCE IN PENITENTIARY".
constitution which you have framed issued as WaterSupply Paper 255,
Americans
Treated.
Roughly
weights.
of
perof
on
methods
other hazardous occupations,
so
sections
contains
of
work
Nick
of
Hondras
the
is the result
one;
jail, Her husband,
Eagle Pass, Nov. 22. Villardena,
Total, 100 weights.
sons not 'speaking the English lan- city
the well boring, the use of cisterns, the
23. George
who married her four days ago at Del one of the biggest mining camps in
Portland, Ore., Nov.
Applicants must have reached their hundred minds. It represents
guage. In the- amended form, the Norte, Colo., Is under arrest and will
diving rod, the advantages and
ot
one
hundred
James Tak)Js; a,eged
where
and
toils
the
of the twentieth birthday, but not their for
smelter
Mexico,
compromises
virwill
and
it
remains
wellB,
kinds
of
latter portion
vantages of different
be charged by the federal authorities American Smelting and Refining Com- tleth birthday, on the date of the
white slavers convicted In the feedral
minds.
and the location and cost of wells. It court here were sentenced to
tually prohibit the employment of im- with Importing a woman for Immoral pany Is located, Is
eight
reported to be In
is represented
of
The
today
other
The
mines.
politics
part
in
Illustrated
by
covers
is
and
58
migrants
pages
and six years respectively in the fedof the revolutionists.
purposes. She wbs arrested in a Mar the
by a long line, which commences with numerous plates and figures.
was considered a violation of the four ket street house and Hondras was The possession
eral prison on McNeil's Island. The
smelting plant was damaged and LOST HI8 FRIEND AND
the socialist on one end, and with the
teenth amendment of the federal con taken Into custody a few moments laThe Divining Rod.
men were convicted of having Induced
many Americans roughly treated, It Is
PURSE AT 8AME TIME. reaotionnry on the other who does not
Mucn
Mr.
rod
of
the
stitution and was rejected.
In
Imdivining
speaking
ter by Louis Adama, United States
two girls ot Eureka, Cal., to lead Imreported.
Nov. 23. M. C. Mar tolerate a suggestion that the old or- Fuller says, "No appliance, either metime was taken up in the discussion migration inspector, and pity DetecColo.,
Pueblo,
moral lives.
8evere Fight it Orizaba.
of
bill
because
be
deand
but
should
changed;
of the educational
chanical or electrical, has yet been
tives Kraemer and Cole.
Mexico City, Nov. 22. Great diffi tinez, a sheepherder, 22 years old, was der of things
convention
In
steer
the
wisdom
division
safely
his summer's savings here1 you have In your
vised that will detect water in places ALL OF MANCHURIA
the equal
culty was experienced In getting au robbed of
no progress could be made on the dis- FIFTEEN TIMES POPULATION
ed the ship of state among the differ- where plain common, sense will not
INFECTED WITH PLAQUE.
thentic reports from the disturbed last night
segrethe
for
the
faces
of
provision
strongly show Its presence Just as well. The
Soon after arriving In the city he ent Ideas, setting your
position
OF NEW MEXICO, sections.
The censorship Is strict
Nov. 23. The
St.
children.
Petersburgo,
inand
asrod
white
negro
is
make
the
ot
of
which
(or
uselessness
divining
views
gation
Washington, D. 0., Nov. 23. The and in many Instances the govern- (ell In with a countryman whom Ire against the
takof Manchuria was officially dewhole
be
It
that
on
the
facts
may
dicated
vested
There were half a dozen tie votes
property rights
to his room for the night.
by
saults upon
Bubonic
for population of Ohio Is 4,707,121, an In- ment has taken possession of .the took
worked at will by the operator, that clared to be infected with the
en, but when the body reconvened
When he woke this morning his
crease of 609,676 or 14.7 per cent over
water
cur
tho afternoon session, the segrega
detect
plague.
to
falls
he
on
strong
Eight.)
Page
(Continued
'
roll and friend were gone.
(Continued on Page Five.)
1900.
tion was finally defeated by a vote of

v

'

toisi; .ML
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,u.,

,

aurance business tt perhaps the best
ON THE THRESHOLD.
NOT ENTIRELY CORRECT.
RALLY ROUND THE FLAG.
With the crown of statehood In up- index of tbe wealth and prosperity ot
The Rocky Mountain News mis
The press ot New Mexico, Republilifted hand about to place it on her a community. There are in force hi .
can, as well as many Democratic pa- states New Mexico's position as to
brow, New Mexico stands proud of New Mexico $24,000,000 of life Insus
pers, are already rallying to support the controversy over the waters of her
past achievements and confident anoe policies written during the past
the constitution and thus secure statethe Pecos and their ot her future. She has Just formulat- year, and $34,000,000 of fire insurance.
hood against the wishes of the few the Rto Grande,
New Mexico In no man- ed a fundamental law which gives as- Marvelous figures these, but they will
reactionaries who would have New tributaries.
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of the summer school of a small fraction ofsheep taxable wealth, Yale, Harvard and Princeton, may be
be able to
all laws. It gives every man an op- Phoenix
the
misinforma ican is
concerned. Many newspapers archaeology in the lonely canon of the
portunity to submit his ideas to the realize what they are being led into a person who furnishes
In the office of the territorial secre more famous but, neither in the Conwmcn leaas to
have cut out free notices altogether Frijoles should be kept alight for tary, during the past fiscal year, 260 gress of the United States, nor in the
people, provided eight per cent of before it Is too late? The recall, as tion to a newspaper
them believe his ideas worthy of sub- already tentatively agreed to in the llbsl a nenalty of one year in tne but the New Mexican desires to con- many seasons to come, and the school corporations were granted
charters, legislatures of Connecticut, Massachuon
mission to popular vote; thus, the convention, will put an end to our penitentiary will be provided
tinue to give a reasonable amount of should have branches In the Mesa for corporate wealth finds that New setts, or New Jersey, the states in
to all charit Verde and many other places In the Mexico is a land of magnificent re which they are located, ' are to tt
speaker argued, there is a tendency to statehood hopes for tbe present unbe no real rreeaom publicity, free ot charge,
southwest that have too long been
lift all the people to the plane ot the less the people of Arizona should put But there can
able undertakings.
sources, of manifold opportunities for found so large a proportion of gra
is
a
newspaper
until
of
the press,
neglected."
their own seal of condemnation on the
most advanced.
The
manufacturing, for Irrigation and pow duates from those universities.
meetout
in
to
speak
the
right
er enterprises, for business. The total reunion, last evening, is an Incident
"Laws proposed under the Initia- constitution and thus prevent its dis- given
The Pecos valley Is satisfied for
Intentions are not
Its
as
census
The
school
as
for
Just
1910,
long
ing
authorized capital of these new cor- that ought to demonstrate to Sanla Fe
tive", said Senator Bourne, "are not approval In Washington. The people treasonable or malicious and It argues once, for the Rosweil Register Tribcompleted, shows that New Mexico's noratlons
is $142,000,000. Mining, not only the value of this Institution
subject to amendment and, therefore, of Arizona want statehood a great In good faith from premises It be une says:
not
has
Increased
since
population
There will be plenty of legislative
cannot be made the means of enacting deal more than they want the recall or lieves to be true.
milling and smelting companies lead, of learning but its possibilities. It
fall.
last
had
been
This
for
expected,
for the annual production of seven milJobs in the Pecos valley under the
to be more to tfie Capital than
'Jokers' as has otten been done in the Initiative and referendum, in any
the losses In the eastern tier ot coun lion dollars of mineral wealth, give not ought
. Chaves,
state
Roosevelt
system.
an
the case of measures enacted by a le- form, though by their votes they evis
Maine
of
any State University; it ought to
Dooulation
The
on
account
of
of
ties
bodies
have
the
vast
of
drought
the
an
even
inkling
command part of the large wealth
Legislative blackmail and inced a strong desire for direct legis- nounced to be 742,371, a gain of only Curry and Eddy will each have a mem- balanced
gislature.
Next to
the gains that have been
that Is In the procesi of accumulation
grants of special privilege are made lation. But were the people called on 6.9 per cent in ten years as against ber ot the senate, while In the house made in Ihe Rio Grande valley. With ore that await exploitation.
railnew
come
two
will
companies,
and
Chaves
mining
have three, Eddy
today to vote on statehood without tbe the Increase of 68 per cent that New
impossible by the referendum."
a In the southwest and the future ought
at
least
be
build
will
a
will
there
which
roads
however,
statehood,
one
each.
With
no
and
stateRoosevelt
or
referendum
ten Curry
The people of Oregon are satisfied Initiative and
Mexico has made. In another
.... -- t nam tn 11 rnn rl rinrtnfl? to see It riohly endowed so that It
a
new movement ot immigration and It . ,.
with their system of direct legisla- hood at all, they would say give us years, New Mexico will have passed such generosity, allowing ten men
New
ten
is
certain
that
years
hence,
where
were
but
three,
there
When
unreasonself
New
and
formerly
statehood
government
Maine and nrobably all other
tion; and it has not been
had an income of $40,- - Its attendance as the country grows
Arizona once becomes a state the pec-- England states except Massachusetts the condition of true bliss is close at Mexico will have from 760,000 to a artment alone
in oultura
ably expensive."
000 last year from tees, and the in- fn population and advances
Inhabitants.
million
hand
for
ambitious.''
the
politically
to
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be
then
United
pro- and Connecticut
pie will
Oregon has elected three

States Rent tort by popular vote. Ex- - Tide such government ai they desire,
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was elected Senator In Oregon, ling act under which the oonstltutlonnow Deiug
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convention
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which
Is
Senator
Republican
itate,
HI! NEW
nowBourne laid that 51 out ot 90 membere oare should be taken to ses that
the Oregon legislature had sub- - Ing la Inserted whion wm give
...
scribed to what is known as ths for turning down tne coustuuuuu
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COM
"Statement No. 1" pledge, In which a Washington. This thing of flying In
PANY.
member of the legislature
pledget the face ot President Tan wiu
to the people to always rote itltutlon more radical and filled witnPAUL A. P. WALTER,
for that candidate tor TJnlted States more Issues and freaks than the OkiaEditor ant. President.
Senator who has received the largest homa constitution means oele" "l
FRANK P. STURQE8,
number ot votes for that office at the statehood for which our people have
tor twenty-nv- e
general election. In pursuance ot prayed and foughtwill
bring upon the
do this
a
To
elected
the
such
years.
legislature
pledge
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Democrat who had received the lar-- bonehead constitution makers, now
controlling in Phoenix, tne wrain oi
gest number ot popular votes.
advocated extend- - the territory. The excuse given by
Senator
Ejurne
the
Entered ai Second Class Matter at ing the direct
primary to the selection the radlcsls n the convention that
Santa Fe Postofflce.
of candidates for President and Vice- people want it. will be found to have
President and of delegates to national no support behind It Tue people do
RATE OP SUBSCRIPTION.
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conventions,
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Constitution I to Be More
Easily Amended Than
First Proposed
PROPER SAFEGUARDS ADOPTED
Closing Session of Convention It
to Be Held This
Evening.
What was intended to be the last
day of the constitutional convention
wag called to order at 11 a. m. by
President Charles A. Splees. Chaplain Julius A. Hartman offered a fervent and beautiful prayer, which 1b
printed in another column. A recess
was then taken to permit the Repub-lluanto hold another conference for
& dianiifliinn of the last DroDoaitions to
be Included In the constitution. The
conference was an animated one and
stretched out considerabl beyond the
10 minutes allotted to It
Republican Conference.
Though this is the last day of the
constitutional convention, important
additions and changes) were made in
the document as formulated. In two
It Is to be made more
particulars.
easily amendable than it was deemed
advisable at first, thus taking to heart
Roosevelt.
the advice of
s
Instead of
majority of
each house being required, It will be
only a majority that will be needed to
submit a constitutional amendment to
the people but no amendments are to
be proposed at the first legislaanti-pas- s
amendment
An
ture.
was also tacked to the fundamental
provisions
law, so that the anti-pas- s
will apply to several state officials.
At least this 1b what was decided
at the session of the Republican conference which did not adjourn
until 1 o'clock this afternoon and that
was about the liveliest, although, perhaps, the last, to be held.
Saturday's Sessions.
''
Similarly on Saturday afternoon, the
convention like the French general
ufAx!
'marched up the hill and then
marched down .again." While the report of the Committee on Revision on
Corporations was up for final action,
amendA. H.' Hudspeth offered an
ment, giving the legislature unlimited
powers to amplify the provisions of
the article. A vehement debate resulted. In the place of the Hudspeth
amendment, a new section offered by
A. B. Fall was adopted. It provided
that the legislature may further specify the duties and powers of the Commission on Corporations but within
the limits prescribed by the article.
During the evening recess, s change
of mind took place and with the consent ...of Fall, this new section was r re-.1
i
.ijd,aa .i.t
the debate, a masterful argument and
defense of the article on Corporations
other than Municipal, was made by
H. 0. Bursum. '
At the evening session, too, the
convention found Itself in a snarl over
the revision of the article on Education, which finally resulted in striking
out, upon motion of A. B. Fall, of
the section limiting the change of
school text books to five year Intervals, the law already providing for
this. It was after midnight, when the
convention adjourned on Saturday,
leaving for the Monday sessions the
disposition of the article on Apportionment which was changed at the
last minute to conform with Uie demands of Mora and Guadalupe counties, and the article on Miscellaneous
ReProvisions, which was up in the
last evening
publican conference
which did not adjourn until 2 o'clock
this morning.
Afternoon Session.
Among the last hour compromises
to be decided on this afternoon is s
proposition to reserve 30,000 acres of
to be
the 200,000 acres of lieu lands
still selected, for a normal- school to
be located in eastern New Mexico by
a future legislature. This with the
proposition that amendments to the
constitution may be proposed by a
the
majority of the legislature after ratfirst state legislature, and may be
ified by a majority of the people provided that majority amounts to 40 per
cent of the vote cast at the previous
toward
general ejection, will go far of the
aecurlng a hearty approval
constitution by the Democratlo voters
who have been holding off thus far
with their verdict. Under It, three
amendments to the constitution may
be proposed every eight years and a
constitutional convention may be held
in twenty years to revise the constitution or adopt a new one. It is a liberal concession to the demands of the
one that will approgressives and
peal to all of the- people.
It was 3:16 p. m when the convention was called to' order. A resolution was Introduced by Malaquias
to
Martinez, designating J. D. Sena
translate immediately into Spanish the
the
and
journal,
constitution
be $750; also
to
compensation
of five
each
to
$40
allowing
employes in the office or Territorial
work
Secretary Nathan Jaffa for extra
convenperformed on account of the
of the
tion; also that three members
comconvention remain four days to
the president
and
that
Journal
the
plete
stenof the convention designate a
secographer to assist the territorialby 58
retary. The resolution ' carried
votes.
G. A.
designated
The president
Richardson, Atanaslo Rolbal and Jose
D. Sena as a committee to finish the
editing of the journal.
The Ways and Means Committee
recommended the payment of $5.50
to the concarriage hire for bringing last ThurB-j- .
vention absent members
sergeants-at.
un; t.nnnir
w."o when the
arms were sent out after them. Also
the payment of extra compensauuu as
it., .o.i.ini. omninvni of the capltol,
ordered by a previous resolution. The
report was adopted.
President Spiess appointed-Delegate- s

SLIGHT GAINS

BULLETIN O.- - AGRICULTURE
EXPERIMENT STATION,
Treatment of Smut In Whsat Describ
ed by J. H. Squirts, Agronomist
at Mssllis Prk.
At threshing time mis summer s
great deal of the wheat In certain parts
of the Territory was noticed to be
affected by smut, which caused a con
siderable amount of financial loss to
the farmers. Much of this might have
been avoided, and may In the future
be prevented, by treating the seed be
fore planting, as the disease is caused
by spores carried over from year to
year on the seed.
There are two distinct kinds of smut
that affect this crop; loose smut, and
It Is the latter
stinking smut
that Is giving the trouble, and It
might be well to add that It is this
The
one that Is so easily treated.
treatments advised are many, but two
methods have been found most satis
factory from the standpoint of economy, ease of treatment and effect
This Is per
Formalin treatment.
haps the easiest of all the treatments,
and repeated experiments have proven Ub efficiency. Sixteen ounces of
gallons of water and the grain Is
per cent formalin 1b used In 40
lowed to soak In the solution for about
30 minutes, after which it 1b removed
and allowed to dry thoroughly. Care
must be taken to insure thorough drying to prevent mould. A good way
to manage the soaking is to place the
grain In coarse sacks of a small size
and Immerse it in the solution. Many,
however, prefer the sprinkling method, which consists of making up the
and
solution In the same strength,
sprinkling it over the seed, which have
been previously spread out In some
convenient
place. About a gallon
should be used to the bushel of grain,
and great care should be exercised in
order that no seed escape the treatment. When thoroughly sprinkled
they should be covered In the pile with
old sacks or canvas, and left until the
next day, when they Bhould be uncovered and thoroughly dried. Seed thus
treated may be kept many months before planting.
Copper Sulphate (bluestone) treat
mcnt. This treatment has been used
for a much longer time than the one
just mentioned, but does not give as
good results, though the disease may
be almost totally controlled In this
One pound of the crystals
way.
should be dissolved in 24 gallons of
water, and the seed poured in and left
for twelve or more hours with an oc
casional stirring, snd then taken out
and dried. The seed may be planted
now, but better results are obtained
it the grain is dipped In a solution
made by dissolving 1 pound of lump
lime, that has been well slaked, In ten
gallons of water for five minutes, Just
after removing from the bluestone so
lution.
Where Infection is bad and the smut
Is giving a great deal of trouble all
with
sacks, drills, and everything
which the seed comes in contact,
should be treated with the same solution.
Either of these treatments, If prop
erly given, will result in an Increase
in the yield and quality of the grain
where trouble has resulted from this
disease.
J. H. SQUIRES,
Agronomist
REPORT8 OF FRATERNAL
COMMUNITIES FAVORABLE.
General and Cordial Support of Com
missioners' Bill By Membership
Has Been Assured.
Chicago, Nov. 22. Reports which
will be made by the members of the
joint committee of six, representing
the National Fraternal Congress and
the Associated Fraternities of Ameri
ca, at their first meeting November
will show cordial support ot the In
surance commissioners' bill In every
state canvassed and by nearly every
fraternal society 1n each state. Mem
bers have expressed gratification that
a step has been taken to safeguard
fraternal Insurance, give them lull
and reliable reports of the finances
of their societies.
Charles B. Piper, chairman of the
National Fraternal Congress committee, has returned from a conference
with Commissioner Reau E. Folk of
Tennessee, chairman ot the fraternal
committee of the National Convention
of Insurance Commissioners at which
eunctment ot the commissioners' bill
was discussed.
Mr. Folk has received the assur
ances from practically every society
doing business In Tennessee that the
bill would be heartily supported,"
said Mr. Piper. "The fraternallsts
throughout the country and the public
generally owes a debt of gratitude to
Commissioner Folk for his unflagging
efforts to conserve the great fraternal
Insurance system. The mistake of Inadequate rates at the outset has
threatened to bring disaster upon tne
system and the problem of safeguarding the billions of insurance of the societies has been stupendous and more
vital to fraternallsts than what Up- church did as Its founder. To Mr.
Folk and bis associates on the comwhich did
missioners'
most of the hard work there is due a
great debt of gratitude from every
man whose fireside is protected Dy a
fraternal society's certificate. I have
pledged the support of fraternallstB to
the measure his committee pounded
'
into shape."
Secretary C. H. Robinson of the As
of America
Fraternities
sociated
said: "We receive only endorsement
of the action of the executive committee In approving the commissioners' bill. Our executive committee,
you know olalmB the credit for several
Important provisions In the measure.
Fraternallsts are unanimous in expressing support in the legislatures of
the bill proposed."
In most states where a state fraternal congress exists that organization
will become responsible for the enactment ot the bill, This honor has been
sought In Iowa, Illinois, Missouri and
Indiana. The systematic
districting
of the country will be considered by
I tne
committee.
joint

New Mexico Seems to Have Democrats Responsible That
Local Option Was Also
Been at Standstill During
Voted Down.
Year
DROUTH MAY BE RESPONSIBLE FINAL
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County Treasuries Have Balan Debate Lacked Vigor and Was
One Sided, as No Defendant
ces in the Aggregate Exceed- of Saloon Spoke.
ing a Million Dollars.
Governor Mills today appointed
Philip Stemfeldt and Carl Harberg of
Cleveland, Mora county, notaries pub
lic.
School Census.
All school census returns have been
received by the office of the Territorial Superintendent ot Public In
struction. The number of persons be
tween the ages of five and twenty-on- e
years Is 99,308, as against 98,604 last
year, a gain of 704 since last year.
The apportionment to be made this
month will be at the rate of 40 cents
i
a head.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to
day by the State Holiness University
of La Lande, Curry county, In the of
fice of Territorial Secretary Nathan
Jaffa. The Incorporators and direc
tors are: William J. Beeson, president
and statutory agent; William R. Hart
secretary; J. R, Helm, treasurer; J.
E. Gear, Hudson, Louisiana; William
P. Hart, S. A. Conger, M. L. Hlnes,
of La Lande; H. G. King and R. E.
Durham of Artesla; W. E. Smith of
Pittsburg, Pa.; C. J. Menefee of Floy- dado, Texas.
Mounted Police.
The Mounted Police were notified
to be on the lookout for a man named
Roach, who it is charged, sold insur
ance at Clovls, Curry county, alleged
to be defective. The Mounted Police
have located the man but the complainant refused to prosecute and the
case had to be dropped.
Suits Against Insurance Company.
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
Chaves was served with papers today
In suits against ths Bankers' Reserve
Life Company of Nebraska by Fidelia
G. Montoya of Clayton, Union county,
and Eugene M. Fisher, administrator,
of Roswell, each suing for $1,000, face
of policies issued to Seven) Montoya
and Vernle L. Armette.
Capitol Annex.
The steel furniture for the Annex to
the capltol has arrived and is being
placed today. The building and furniture are fire proof.
County Balances.
Auditor
According to Traveling
Charles V. Safford, the balances in
the 26 counties ot the Territory on
November 1, amounted to the respectable sum of $1,010,835.28. Chaves
county, on account of the, money for
its pew court house, had the largest
balance, $137,044.73; Valencia stood
second with $78,077.93; Luna county
$75,576.89; Bernalillo $68,733.92; Grant
$63,225.82; Lincoln $61,475.54; Socorro $60,567.74; San Miguel $49,358.63;
Dona Ana $46,166.44; Rio Arriba
Curry $40,551.46; Colfax
Sierra $25,402.74; Taos
Sandoval $22,144.66; Guadalupe $21,651.00; Quay $19,917.36; RooseUnion $19,136.70;
velt $19,575.85;
Mora $17,168.29;
Eddy $16,199.38;
Otero $15,101.90; Santa Fe $14,487.-02- ;
San Juan
Torrance $14,812.29;
$11,078.89; McKinley $9,097.93,
EXAMPLE TO 8ANTA FE
BU8INESS MEN.
Commercial Club Is
Albuquerque
Prosperous Since It Devotes Itself Strictly to Building.
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 17. That
the Commercial Club of Albuquerque
is s business organization; that its affairs are directed by practical business men who mean business, and that
the finances are now on a business
like basis, is indicated by the fact that
today Secretary T. J. Naylon will refund four of the Beventy bonds issued several months ago, at the time
the reorganization of the finances of
the club were rearranged. In addition
to the first mortgage of $35,000, a second mortgage was arranged, which
was made In the form ot bonds, seventy of which were issued to local
people at a par value of $100 each.
The bonds were to be refunded In rotation, as quickly as the finances of
the club permitted and were to draw
Interest at 8 per cent, payable quarF. B.
terly. Yesterday President
Schwentker and Secretary Naylon figured up that they had enough cash on
hand to refund four of the second
mortgage bonds snd pay all Interest
due until December 1, without causing
a financial stringency. The numbers
ot the seventy bonds were accordingly thrown Into s hat shaken up, and
four numbers were withdrawn, 7, 21,
34 and 49.
Holders of bonds 7, 21,
34 and 49, may have them refunded
today, tomorrow, or next week, by
calling on Secretary Naylon, He will
hand them one hundred dollars In
cash for each bond and interest on
them until December 1, 1910. The re
funding of the bonds is Just another
Indication that the Commercial Club
Is prospering as it never has before
and that the organization will be out
of debt before many years, owning
without any first or second mortgages,
one of the most handsome club build
ings In the west
PRESIDENT TAFT HA8
RETURNED FROM PANAMA.
Norfolk, Va., Nov. 22. President
Taft arrived at Hampton Roads this
morning on the cruiser Tennessee on
his return from Panama.
Many school children suffer from
constipation, which Is often the cause
of seeming stupidity at lessons. Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
are an ideal medicine to give a child,
for they are mild and gentle in their
effect, and will cure even chronic constipation. Sold by all druggists.

The

absence of eight

Democrats

last evening, at ths close of the after
noon session in the Constitutional
Convention, prevented the only victory that the temperance advocates
had any chance to win, for the con
vention by a voto ot 48 to 42 turned
down the Parker local option substitute, which was favored bv the few
Democrats present, while the follow
ing Democrats did not vote: H. B.
FereusBon. A. H. Hudsueth. Green B.
Patterson, J. H. Crist, E. D. Patton,
George W. Chllder and George E.
'
'
Moffett
The fight was short and lacked spec
tacular features. A minority report
sinned bv J. G. Fitch was presented
and recommended the separate submis
sion of state-wid- e
prohibition. His
other Democratic colleagues did not
sign It
The minority report was laid on the
table by overwhelming vote,
W. E. Llndsey offered a substitute
for the majority report It was s
clean cut county option proposition
and Judtre Llndsey spoke very forci
bly in favor ot the proposition. He did
not resort to fanatical appeals but
made a clean cut business argument
He said that the people ot Portales
had now lived for eighteen months un
der a prohibition ordinance and are
well satisfied. He has been in Porta
les since It was a town, of 50 people
and has seen It grow to a building
city of 1500 inhabitants who manage
to set along without saloons. His
personal observation has been that
the average boy graduates from the
open pool room Into the open saloon
and In trying to prevent his boy from
taking that course, he had sent mm
at the age of thirteen years to school
town. Roosevelt
in a prohibition
county has accumulated in its court
fund a balance exceeding $6,000 or
has reduced its tax rate tor the
court fund from six to three mills on
the dollar and the Jail has stood practically empty since the saloons have
been banished.
w H Garrison remarked that no
sublect before this convention stands
less In need of oratory than this one.
The saloon ss exists should be regulated In some fashion, as is the almost
unanimous opinion tor as sll know,
the saloon as it now exists Is productive of many evils. How should It be
reeulated? To what extent should
communities have the right to pro
hibit it altogether? He believes in
state-wid- e
prohibition, but since that
cannot be had, then local option
should prevail.
a A Richardson declared that he
had come to the convention believing
prohibition should be
that state-wid- e
separately submitted, and thus be
from the field of politics. The
as
people have a right to decide this
they have a right to pass on other
nnoaHnnn. I believe the failure to
submit a prohibition clause will cost
mousanu
the constitution several
votes. I do not favor me umkj
substitute at this particular time. My
personal preference is a local option
law but my people are opposeo m
,mti nntinn for thev fear after It Is
written Into the constitution there will
be but little chance of substituting
nrohibltion clause. Ninety
.wofnr
coun
per cent of the voters of Chavessudbub-sion- .
ty are in favor of separate
I do not say that 90 per cent
tn in the affirmative on the
to vote on it
question, but they want
E. S. Stover said tnai ne whb imaged to separate submission, but would
vote for local option. He read an ar ..
demon-....ticle from the Topeka Capitol
ih. hieanlnzs that prohibition
had brought to the Santa t e railroad
employes in Kansas.
The Llndsey substitute was
down.
opFrank W. Parker ottered a local inition substitute, which embodied an
tiative nrooositlon. Upon petition of
one third of the voters ot a county.
the question may be suDmittea. andn
then such precincts
carried,
may
towns as vote for prohibition
banish the saloons. This amendment
found the greatest favor, for on ron
n u hurt is votes for it anu only 48
votes against it and would have car
u
rled, If eight absent Democrats
ot their nost of duty, for em
same
bodying the initiative and at the
time local option they couia not wen
have voted against it without violat
ing their platform pledges.
oy requoni,
George W. Frlcnara,
submitted another substitute, virtuallwide
state
prohibi
y, nrnvirflne for
tion, but on the state dispensary plan.
75
per cent
R W. Heflln said that
nf thA neonle ot San Juan county
favor state wide prohibition but that
be would vote for county option it
the former cannot be obtained.
that he was
C. R, Brlce assorted
elected on a platform for separate-BUb- The convention this forenoon took
,,n a momnrlnl offered hv T. B. Catron
addressed to President Taft and ask
ing for an official survey, to De
cor
officially, to determine
rectly the boundaries between New
ana
on
tne
nortn
Mexico and Colorado
Texas on the east, and south. The
memorial recites briefly the historical
facts and the differences among surnorth;
veys ot the 37th parallel on the
nn t.hA nnst- - tha S2d
tUa 1A1
parallel on the south; and also the
shitting ot the Dea or tne tuo uran

de between New Mexico snd Texas
since 1850.
J. H. Canning offered a resolution
providing for a committee of three
Santa Fe delegates St $4.00 s dsy to
supervise the printing of the constitu
tion. It was adopted.
resolution
J. N. Upton offered
which the president of the conven
tion, characterized as a reflection up
on the convention as It ststed that
the convention bad bartered for elective offices the rights of the people to
direct legislation.
A. A. Sedillo In s scorching speech
said that the resolution was "unfit"
to be offered and scored the Demo
crats unmercifully and exposed the
fallacies, the Inconsistencies, the lack
ot harmony among the Democrats,
their obvious playing to the galleries,
their demagogery. He was Interrupted again and again by applause and
of individual Dem
by remonstrances
ocrats. The resolution was unani
mously referred back to its author.
Resolutions of thanks were adopted
to the alliens' Entertainment Committee of Santa Fe, to the committee
on Revision for the conscientious
discharge of its duties, the last named
resolution being Introduced by Solo
mon Luna and the former by H. O.
Bursum.
Jose D. Sena was called to the
chair at this Juncture.
The revised article on Publio Build
ings was adopted.
A recess was taken to 2 o'clock this
afternoon, when the article on Corporations was taken up, to be followed
by the articles on Elective Franchise,
Education snd Apportionment.
was
Almost the entire afternoon
consumed In considering the article
on Corporations, and a number of minor changes were made so as to clari
These changes do
fy the Intention.
not appear in the constitution
as
in
the
New
Mexican today,
printed
mission but would also vote tor the
local option substitutes.
A. B. Fall declared that he favored
local option, but if that fails, would
vote for the majority report The
majority report was then adopted by
a vote ot 57 to 25.
The Article on Legislative Depart
ment was finally disposed of and the
convention took s recess until the
evening session.
thanks to Mrs. L. Bradford Prince for
the gift ot the gavel used during the
convention and which was ot such
sentimental and historic interest The
resolution was offered by Nestor Montoya.
TRADE BALANCE OF
THE UNITED STATES.
of Nations Discussed in Bro
chure Published By National
Monetary Commission.
(Francis W. Hirst, Author.)
Washington, Nov. 22. The national
debt of the United States and the mu
nicipal debt of several of the large
American cities are reviewed at length
and in illuminating fashion by Fran
cis W. Hirst, editor of the Economist,
in a volume just published by the
National Monetary Commission, un
der the title "The Credit of Nations.1
also covers
Mr. Hirst's discussion
similar treatment of the debts of
Great Britain, Germany, and France.
The same volume contains an article
by George Paish, editor of the Statist,
upon the trade balance of the United
States These essays are of more
than ordinary interest as embodying
n
Engthe comment of two
lish economists upon aspects of
American finance.
Tracing the national debt of the
United States from the time when it
began by reckless Issues of paper
money by the colonies, Mr. Hirst finds
much to commend and some things to
condemn. In the reduction of the civil war loans between 1880 and 1890
and the saving In Interest of about
$140,000,000 thereby, the author sees
reflected the high credit fit the United
States, but In the financing of 1900,
after the Spanish war, the author
criticises the treasury for extending
the maturing bonds thirty years,
which, he says, put nearly $550,000,-00- 0
ot the public debt beyond the
chance ot extinction for nearly a quarter of a century except by purchase
In the open market He quotes one
authority to the effect that the loss
to the government by that transaction
was enormous.
Reviewing the municipal debt, Mr.
Hirst declares New York has suffered
much for its extravagance. He says
there sre few cases where any city
of standing in the United States has
repudiated its obligations.
After a review of the finances or
Kansas City, Philadelphia, Boston,
Chicago and Richmond, the author de
clares the high price of American municipal securities is due partly to the
restrictions on borrowing which the
States Impose.
British credit has been injured in
recent years, according to the author,
by a policy In 1889. While with one
hand the chancellor of the exchequer
was extinguishing consols, with the
other he was creating terminable an
nuities for naval works. Before the
budget of 1899 the secretary for war
announced that this policy would like
wise be followed In meeting army expenses. As a result, the author states,
consols fell from 110 in March, April,
May, 1899, to 106 In July, and 105 In

Credit

August

The war with the Transvaal, which
broke out In October, brought them
only to 103. More immediate injury,

author believes, was therefore
to British credit by the financial
policy which preceded the war than
by the actual outbreak of tne war.
But for the prolongation of the war
after the occupation of Bloemfonteln
and Pretoria he Is of the opinion that
the price of consols would have been
little affected. Mr. Hirst holds the
belief that a treaty of peace with guaranties and indemnity, following upon
these military successes, would have
avoided the longest and most costly
period of the war. The policy of annexation was adopted, however, and
British consols fell from 101 to 91
the loweBt average monthly point
touched during the war. From
in 1S99, the lowest point since
the Napoleonlo wars, the debt rose to
798,000,000 in 1903. The nationul
years of peace
savings ot thlrty-Bl- x

the

were swept sway by national borrowings during three years of war.
By March 31, 1909, ths debt bad
been reduced to
The
754,000.000.
price of consols, however, has still
gone down. Their fall Is attributed
STRETCH
by Mr. Hirst to the state ot the Inter
national money market; the heavy issues of colonial government securities, and municipal stocks In competi- Committee on Revision Has
tion with consols, and the annual emisNine More Articles
sion of some five millions ot Irish
land stocks. He has no doubt that
to Scan but for the annual appropriation to the
sinking fund the 21-- per cent consols
would have fallen well below 80.
ELEVEN
HAVEJEEN PASSED
The debt of the German empire has
risen from 267,800,000 marks in 1881
to 4,253,600,000 In 1908. The debt ot This Afternoon Section on Edu- the various states has Increased in
cational Institutions Was
the meantime from 5,244,300,000 to
Considered.
14,362,400,000
marks.
Communities
with more than 10,000 inhabitants
The proceedings of the constitution
have had an increase of from 771,800,-00- 0
to 6,295,700,000 marks.
Though al convention begin to lack dramatic
most of the local debt and a great
interest as most of the time is now
part of the state debts are more or
less for reproductive purposes, the im- spent in carefully revising the articles already passed. The revision
perial debt Is considered by the author as, in the main, a "dead weight" committee has up to date reported
debt The empire has of late years eleven articles, eight of which have
pursued a policy ot Issuing treasury been adopted as revised, and thi
bills to cover its deficits.
This un of which are to be finally adopted toNine more srticles await revifunded debt, at times very large, has day.
been a source ot anxiety In German sion and these include the long ones
on
Legislative and Judiciary Departbanking circles.
France has a debt larger than that ments, Corporations Other Than Muof any other country. Its capital nicipal, and Taxation, and the shorter
value on January 1, 1908, was 30,161, ones on Education, AnDortlonmnnt
'
000,000 francs. This Is sixteen times Amendment, and Miscellaneous.
The
r
that of the English debt Alleviation commuiee expects to have all
may be looked for from the reversion tne,e completed by Saturday and the
of the chief railway lines to the state convention could finish at a night
on Saturday, but if every sec-pribetween 1950 and 1960. The average
of the French S per cents has tlon' and tneV number about 300, is to
risen from 76.57 in 1877 to 103.33 In be ""ally adopted by roll call, the
convention will carry over to next
1897, to fail to 96.16 In 1908.
In the last part of the monograph Tuesday or Wednesday.
'
the author deals with the debt of the
Yesterday afternoon, as the New
United States, tracing its history from Mexican went to press, the conven- Uon
was debating a sentence prohlb-presethe beginning of the nation to the
time. The methods of redemp- - tiQS tb carrying ot concealed weap-tlo- n
on
' tne clause which gives citizens
followed at different times, the
market price and net yield ot the tne rlllt to bear arms for self
and their use as deposit for na-- 1 fen8e and ln time and places of
Tne clause had been changed
note issues are among the gerentirely by the revision committee,
subjects considered by the author.
Trade Balance of the United States. not a0 mucn ln meaning as in phrase-Ithe article entitled "The trade oloS ss the clause as adopted con- Bted of two sentences which
balance of the United States" sn ex- ot the factors which go to'Uvel each other. The revised
up a country's balance of trade un was finally adopted after spirited
prepares the way for an analysis of debate in which C. J. Roberts, C. M.
the trade balance of the United States. Compton, A. H. Hudspeth, James E.
'
E. Wood, Reed Holloman, J.
Mr. Paish also reviews the country's HaI1Ggold imports and
exports. In his - Fitch, E. F. Saxon snd N. Segura,
opinion, the monetary stringency at took part, and which despite its elo-th- e
time of harvest, could be much quence caused one spectator to
by the establishment- of a mark "This is s wasteless use of
central institution ot the nature of time."
The Bill of Rights was then adopted
the Bank of England.
minor clerical changes.
The term "trade balance" the
The Committee on Engrossing
thor explains, is generally need to ln- the excess value of a country's Ported that it had arranged to have
exports of merchandise over the value lne constitution printed in engrossed
of Its imports of merchandise or the form on parchment bond at figures
excess value of a country's imports of submitted.
s
At this point Jose D. Sena was
merchandise over the value ot its ex-- !
ot merchandise. An excess bal- - i ed to the chair and the convention
ance of exports over Imports Is said took UP the Article on Schedule, a
to be a favorable trade balance. "In IonS ona but formal ln its nature, as
the sixteenth, seventeenth, and sign- - lt Provided tor the carrying over of
teenth centuries a favorable trade law and official authority of terrlto-balanc- e
was a matter of great con- - rial officers until the state government
cern to statesmen and to financiers, is inaugurated. A debate was caused
At that time lt was supposed that any by a motion of A. A. Sedillo to change
country which imported goods of ."s word "the" to "this," in the
value than the goods it ex-- 1 tlcle. but after a parliamentary wran- ported would be seriously injured by 8le the motion was lost, A. A. 8edlllo
having to make payment in the pre-- 1 protesting that sufficient time was
clous metals for the difference
be-- j given to mature deliberation of the
the value of the goods import-- 1 vision.
ed snd the value of the goods export-- !
The convention adjourned to 2:30
ed
." But "as commerce devel- -' o'clock this afternoon, when the
atltute
and international banking adclauses offered by the Commit-vanced- ,
on Education, and W. D. Murray
it was recognized that a e
Acaslo Gallegos, regarding
tlon could, under certain clrcum-an- d
purchase goods of a greater torlal institutions and their lands, will
aggregate value than lt exported with- - j he taken up.
The reports on mines and mining,
out sustaining any drain upon Its
stock of the precious metals or suf--' state, county and municipal Indebted-ferlnany inconvenience whatsoever, Bess and county and municipal cor
and in recent time no one has paid porations are to be taken up this y
great amount of attention to the ternoon if time permits J An evening
question of the trade balance other session will be held lt the printer can
than tor the purpose of ascertaining finish up the revised report on Leeds- the factors which caused the imports latlve Department which Is a very
of certain countries largely to exceed long one and on which the revision
their exports or of discovering the rea-- : committee finished work this after
son for the exports ot certain coun- - noon.
tries largely exceeding their imports."! Tomorrow afternoon, the Commit- The volume of a country's trade tee on Liquor Traffic and prohibition
quickly adjusts itself to the needs of expects to report, which ought to
country, and the effect of a sud-- 1 suit ln an interesting session, either
den disturbing influence to trade, the; then or some time on Saturday.
The
author states, can be got over by finan- - prohibition forces have mustered
l
operations ln the great Interna-- ; siderable strength although far from
tional money markets without any ex sufficient to carry the point they are
cessive drain on the precious metals. contending for, but
nevertheless,
Movements of gold snd silver are there promises to be a display of fire
works
so
much by trade
oratory, whenever the report is
brought about not
balances as by the currency and hank considered.
As
the
New Mexican went to Dress
It!
needs
of
various
countries.
the
ing
a country needs gold, Mr. Paish main-- ! the convention had just been called
tains lt has no difficulty in buying lt, to order by President Charles A.
Spiess and Chaplain Julius A. Hart-maprovided that its credit is good.
had pronounced the Invocation.
Various factors make up a country's
retrade malance. A balance often
Afternoon Session.
ot
sults from the Investment
President Spiess announced at the
capital
The
one
in
lend
another.
afternoon session that large number
by
country
ing country will receive payment for of members of the convention desire
the goods It exports and also for the to adjourn Saturday night.
Interest upon the capital which lt has
M. P. Skeen, H. B. Fergusson, E. 8.
ln former years Invested In other Stover presented
petitions and telecountries. Another factor which goes grams for prohibition.
They were reto make up the trade balance ot a
ferred to the Committee oi Liquor
the'
services given by Traffic and
country are
Prohibition.
countries possessing great fleets ot
a
Delegate Patterson
presented
mercantile ships to those countries
memorial from homesteaders ln the
which possess little or no shipping.
Great Britain's fleet renders very val dry farming congress, asking that the
uable service to the whole world, and convention plead with congress to
a substantial part of the Imports of pass a law for the relief ot homesteadgoods into the United Kingdom Is ers.
The memorial was sdopted.
received In payment ot the services
The revised report on mining was
thus rendered. The amounts expended by tourists must likewise be paid then adopted and the report on counfor by the exportation ot goods from ty and Municipal Corporations taken
the home country.
up.
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The greatest crisis in a woman's life
Is when first she becomes a mother.
All the physical strength of her
nature Is demanded at such times,
and it Is necessary that hos system
be thoroughly prepared for tfio event,
in order that her health he preserved
for future years. Mother's Friend
Is
for external use, composed of oils
medicine
a
Is woman's safest reliance; it
and other ingredients which assist nature in all necessary physical changes of
the system. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
and tendons for the unusual strain, Bids in expanding the sk'n and flesh fibres,
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain
snd danger at the crisis, and leaves
the mother in such healthful con-- ,
dltion that her recovery is always
rapid snd natural. Mother's Friend
is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book for expectant mothers.
BEADFIELD EEQULATOE CO,
Atlanta, Qa.
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voters, upon petition, to suspend a cational matters and for Its
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sane constitution. It is the very fact, tween the ages ot nve ana tweuiy-ona
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has done ev-- 10 the cau,e
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mifinn.
on, years, palpable absurdity
and ten per cent of the
-t
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upon three-fifth- s
majority of the votes'.
th riehta of the er r needed, they are wanted, they tive session,
that the constitution should confine it- much harm to New Mexico In compar
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a
to
submit
voters,
upon
petition
to
crowd out
Name and Boundaries. The name cast at an election held for that
people re welcomed, put not
self to fundamental law and omit leg- ative statistics, for the average attend,
The Spanish-America- n
the the older generalissimos but un- - passed by the last legislature, to a islative details, that has found favor ance of the schools is only 40,000. On
be
of the state Is to be New Mexico. Its pose and such proposition shall
,iever again In the history of New
at
next
vote
election
while
the
popular
boundary on the east is the 103d me Buuuuueu uui uiicuer uitui unco id M p.ico wiu have bo many stauncn ucr muir guiaauue 10 oecome emcieni
in the eyes of the educators. Some the surface, therefore, It appears that
the constitution is made easily amend of
were delegates to this con- - and successful. .After a man has sue
ridian, which gives New Mexico 600,- - ten years.
the state constitutions, they have less than one halt of the persons of
fritI,dl
the
vote
of
a
able,
only
majority
leg
Ana
of
his party
000 acres now in Texas; en the south
school age are attending school,
ceasfully led the forces
Corporktlons, Other Than Municipal, ventlon. As a delegate from Dona
to submit an found, are cumbered with a mass ot whllA
islature
required
being
This
If tha Hchonl &a were confined
to the Rio Grande, It is to be 32d pa.
on education. This
provides for an elective corpora- county, I feel that every Democratic through such turbulent times, through amendment
Pro- detailed legislation
to the people.
of
so
tion
becommission
every
with
to
has
three members
become obsolete and now to the compulsory school age limit
detail
many bitterly, and closely fought hibition and local
member acted in harmony
rallel, a resurvey of which, it Is
were
ex
option
lieved, will also add to New Mexico's receive $3,000 each and to appoint the Republican in anything that was ask- campaigns as have Messrs. Buraum cluded but the way was left open to hampers educational progress, especl that is the years between eight and
people, and Luna, then It Js time to talk of
area. Then for a few miles the bed necessary clerks. It shall have ample 'ed for the Spanish-America- n
ally as to the much desired uniformi
It would be found that practinext
the
legislature to deal with these ty ot certification of school teachers fourteen,
ot the Rio Grande, as it was In 1850, powers, from granting charters to flx BTery man who is a patriot will vote j,m as a leader worthy;.to succeed,
cally eveiy child Is attending schoolc s
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The
constitution
questions.
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no
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for
Judicial
of
constitution."
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powers.
even
not
the
to
but
for
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requirements
win
throw
standardizing
.
which
forms the line,
then,
part
replace
boundary dispute with Texas and Co
I
"The who haTB v...
matters of adEddy County C. R. Brlce:
tni. .Bi.M.ri. lorado:
of El Paso county Into the state. ery order of the commission Is at
A negro farmer, who has toiled all
It provides for an elective Ju teaching and other
,
onto
10 ue supreme court lor canst tution will De cameo, m rxiuj
vanced pedagogy. The world moves
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....ifi.h
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In
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no
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is
boundary
There
dispute
from
and
to
bottom
for
his life to acquire his holdings has
top
diciary
and what only
nowadays
rapidly
very
line between Mexico nor in the line juiuuu niTiew ana aecree, wneuer ccunty out It IS impossible 10 preuiti inp
elective state officers. It limits tbe tax
the land for a $300,000 tubercul
im utaea irom uifl oraer or
au
legisla- given
by how large a majority, pruviueu uv
rate to twelve mills the first two yesterday seemed a desirable
dividing this territory from Arizona. not ayyvai
for negroes near
tive feature may by tomorrow be an- osis sanitarium
organized party fight Is maae on u.
FEDERAL INCORPORATION.
It
But an accurate survey of the Coloraten
and
mills after . that;
years
Colorado Springs and thus has shamu.
Education. This provides for a
uoumy-- vv.
,.
Grant
AcUve and rational coopeAtion be- - grants to women the right to vote at- tiquated and out of date.,.; do boundary, the 37th paralelL will
ed' many a white man of this section
modern public school system; compul "Grant county
give 700 majority
the NaUonal and sUteuthori- - school elections and makes them ellgl
throw Into New Mexico the lumbering
who has accumulated riches, and who,
It should go
sory education; state board ot educa- for the constitution.
,
mn.
Hitchcock
Is
General
to
thousand
school
ble
be
several
Postmaster
directors
.hlBlll,.,,
and
school
and
Edith
of
camp
although his shadow Is already falling
tion to consist of the governor, super 8U11U.
cessftil solution of the common pro- - superintendents of counties and it al- clearing out the promoters ot fake across his
acres now In Colorado.
grave, has no Idea of losen-ln- g
intendent of
Guadalupe County X J. Clancy:
so
thouabolishes
the
which
Into
concerns
at
fee
presstock
system
Bill of Rights. This is the third ar- head of some public Instruction, the- "There
will be no trouble in Guadaluup on some-o- f his coin and doing
state educational in.tltu- I
ex- - ent the rale.
It Includes a stringent sands of men and women have sunk for
ticle and secures to the people their tur,
nemo-- 1 fronted. This
,
,,,.
and
the white brethern what this
see- - anti-pas- s
clause. It prohibits separate millions of dollars with the Idea of
Charles Nagel,
fundamental rights; it adopts tbe
by
.
n )t hiit inme work Pressed
i
v.
ni
humble negro has done tor the blacks.'
of Commerce and Labor, In an schools for Anglo Saxons and Spanish-American-s reaping big returns. This dream of
provisions of the treaty of Guadalupe pointed by the governor. No separate should be done to explain the constitu- and provides for the pay- making a fortune without planning Yet, there are some Christian people
Hidalgo, religious freedom, trial by schools shall ever be created for chil ttnn tn the neonle.
The tax clause, aaaress uenverea ai me DKieenm an- - ment
in this land of ours, who deprive the
by the stats of the railroad bond and working for It along legitimate
of the Kansas City Com-nual
banquet
them
Jury, Indictment by grand Jury, lib- dren of Spanish-Americastrike
will
favorably."
colored man by law but unconstitudescent especially,
ot a million dollars
Indebtedness
underlies all gambling, and
lines,
erty of speech and press and that no Text books are to be changed not
and the promise of O. A. Larrazolo merclal Club last week,
tionally, of bis right ot franchise.
milthe
sale ot
He declared himself a believer In through
thousands of people are still so child
person shall ever be Imprisoned for
than once in six years.
that he will work for its adoption
'
granted by Con ish as to believe that riches can be
- lion acres of land
both
V
and
national
state
sayInfluence."
debt
authority,
have
will
great
Public Lands. School sections shall
It may be well to recall that four
to gress. No distinction Is to be made acquired in that manner. Money as
Distribution of Powers. This article not be sold for the first ten
Lincoln County J. J. Aragon: "Lin- - ing that "he read the constitution
years unis a formal statement that the three less $10 an acre or more are offered. coin county will give 500 majority for mean that integrity ot both was gir- - in tne irancmse, in jury duty, in hold money Is becoming less valuable years ago this month Joint statehood
carried In New Mexico by a majority
ing office other than that ot state and
anteed." "The old restrictions
as a producer of wealth, of
departments of government, the legis- or they are contiguous to other state the constitution."
upon
11,460. Joint statehood was a bit-te- r
legislature on account of inability to every day
'
lative, executive and Judicial, shall be lands.
muscle
Lnna County J. N. Upton: "1 oo federal authority and federal appro- brain
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but
rightfully
ap
Outside of these clausbut the desire for any kind
con of pill,
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Public
constitution
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There shall be
statehood was so great, that it car
es,
very
upon each other.
on the constitution.
They will first aid. "Generally In all directions, the much that of the United States and tinually. Money will bring a bare ried with
under
the
of
management
only five counties giving a
This prodo not say, 0ij barrier has broken down and It Is
Legislative Department
of the older states, being much briefer four per cent a year, If safely Invest- majority against It, while counties
boards of five members to serve want to examine It I
vides for a legislature ot 79 members,
however, that they will vote against it. admitted In practice, If not on the than those pf
.
ed, but brain and muscle used con like Socorro, Bernalillo,
four
,
or
In
Oklahoma.
years.
Oregon
Valencia, Col24 In the Senate. Senators are to be
Even though I did not sign today I Diatf0rm. that national authority Is
short, the convention believes that structively can multiply wealth ' and fax, Dona Ana, Mora gave more than
Agriculture and Conservation. This may, after thinking It over."
at least 25 years old and represents
to
meet
national it has formulated a fundamental law make their possessors rich,
a thousand majority each for It How
- Page: absolutely essential
tives 21 years. Senators shall serve article creates a department of agri
McKlnley County-Oreg- ory
R, they now present them- that will be ratified by the people and
probIemi
much greater the majority therefore
-.
.1wv ilnna its Selves.
four, and representatives two years. culture to oe under tne New Mexico
will be on January 21 tor the adoption '
,
approved by Congress and President
v.
And Afnchantn' n. ..v A
Melrose, Curry county, imitating
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KoinK uuuia iu wu
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no
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have practically
So far
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I
the example of Portales, Roosevelt of' a safe and sane and yet progresery two years In January, the first Arts.
it and I can assure you McKlnley mercial
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New
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show
figures
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diary
enterprise and development.
rivers to tbe surface to reclaim tbe
Special sessions tor specified causes with the consent of the Senate and to,in the past It will do again this time."
aimtAin swan In Mi intoratn re
Anm prices in Santa Fe, sixty and more
land and make it produce crops. The
may be called by the governor. This serve tour years, is to he appointed.
Mora County Juan Navarro! "Mora mw
were
much
than
years
ago,
demonhigher".
merce
has
been
ot
,
the constitution, No children under the nra nf fmirtnon
sufficiently
article, the longest
There Is something to admire in the
promoters are confident that the ap.,in i.. . I.- - mowttv
I am persuaded, that the they are today and that the high cost proval of the constitution and the vehemence,
prescribes minutely the procedure for years are to be employed In the! the constitution. You can bank on "rated.
the courot living, therefore, Is not a new prob
ana
tne
a
to
Mexico
referendum
statehood
Includes
and
the
Inconsistencies
of
New
mines.
admission
conflicts,
legislation
hat"
lem in this neck of the woods. The will make It much easier to finance age of the militant suffrafgettes In
to
Inter
embarassmentB
with
clause which enable 26 per cent of the
respect
London. If the women of Santa Fe,
Otero County G. E. Moffett: "r can
Militia. This creates a National
voters upon petition to suspend with- ftimrd th ioiHaiaiir tn imnitr fha'nnt fnretell what mainritv Otero coun- - state commerce alone are enougn xo Las Cruces Citizen follows this up by projects of this character. It Is cer- for Instance, had such
courage, such
in ninety days of a legislative session details, and subjects every able bodied jty will give for the constitution., Many call for the organization of corpora- - printing a list of prices as they reign tain, that New Mexico is receiving Btrong convictions, this town would'
ed less than fifty years ago in the favorable consideration all over the
be cleaned up In a Jiffy, morally and
any laws passed at such session, and man between 18 and 45 years to people appear Indifferent and It will Uons under federal charters."
Mesllla
and says:
,
United States from men ot enterprise physically, Not one stone would re
upon petition of ten per cent ot the military duty.
.
The secretary declared there Is pres- - , "The valley
depend on the campaign that Is made.
cost of living in those, good and of
"
voters to submit to popular vote at
of
capital because it has drafted main above the other of the houses ot
of
are
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for
Some
the
development
It"
against
necessity
people
sing
Constitutional
Amendments.
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old
rather
view
is
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days
interesting,
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tbe general election following legisQuay County Charles Kohnt "Tbe foreign commerce and that we are pro-- of the present day talk of the high a fundamental law that is safe and ill repute which have brought sickmen will per ness, ruin and
lative session any law of such ses- permits any legislature after the first constitution will carry In Quay coun- unhapptness Into more
to submit by a
ceeding as if we were oblivious to It cost of the necessaries of life.' Under sane and that these
majority vote
sion. If the majority of the votes cast
form wonders for the development of than one local home. As the chief of
'to
1,000
the
campaign
past
ty
majority."
by
briefly
Referring
to
the
a
amendconstitutional
wholesale prices current at Mesllla the resources of the commonwealth as
people
consisting of at least forty per cent ment, but
Rio Arriba County T. D. Burns: he said he deplored the fact "that so under tbe date above
police ot Chicago declared in yesternot to exceed three In
named, New Orof the total number of votes at such
is approved. day's dispatches, the
numbers every eight years. If car 'Rio Arriba county will give 1,000 ma- much of tbe time and energy of those leans sugar is quoted at 20 cents per soon as the constitution
Windy City will
eastern
one
New
Is
general election, rejects such statute, ried
not
That
why
be swept clean morally and physreason,
constitution.".
who participated were wasted upon pound, crushed at 30 cents, coffee at
by a majority vote which equals Jority for the
vote
It shall be stricken from the statute
should
It
for
Mexico
especially,
until
the
E.
Roosevelt
Hall:
James
women
ically
do the work.
County
at least 40 per cent of the vote cast
auegtions of nersonal controversy, un- 75 cents; flour, $12 per barrel; lard,
books.
solidly.
"I am disposed to be against the con- - 0B tne heralding of extravagant Ideas 50 cents
per pound; butter 75 cents
This arti at the previous general election. It stltutlon but I have not
Executive Department
All
of
made
up
Manchuria
Is
fully
infected with
shall be deemed adopted. No consti
uttie beyond re per pound (none in stock); whiskey,
BCCOmpUsa
cle provides tor tbe election' ot the
tutional convention can be called for my mind. However, I will not fight t.,jin. ...llol
.nd unon $100 per barrel; rice,' 25 cents per The New Mexican on last Saturday the Bubonic plague, the cholera rages
officers
serve
to
state
four
following
trom Naples to Berlin and from MosIt If no organized party fight is made mere t
twenty years. ..
wnen we have pound; beans, $10 per fanega; wheat, printed the constitution in full ex
years: Governor (5,000 a year; lieuten
on It, the constitution will carry." W.
,
lmmditttBiv $7 per fanega. On the other ' band, cepting tbe Miscellaneous Provisions, cow to Paris, smallpox Is reported in
Compact This recites the condi E.
ant governor $10 per day and mileage
"
re-.
practically every state of th TTnlnn.
LIndsey: "The constitution will
.
.
eggs are 37 cents per dozen, chickens tbe Las Vegas Optic printed it on infantile
while presiding over the Senate; sec tions Imposed by tbe United States
paralysis Is creating havoo
"
een glTen serious public consi- $3 per dozen, ducks 25 cents each, and Monday evening and tbe Albuquerque from
retary of state $3,000; state auditor for admission to statehood, but pro-- i ce'v"!
San- to Kansas,
and i
r
pigeons 12 cents each. Other neces- Morning Journal yesterday morning, scarlet Pennsylvania
$3,000; state treasurer $3,000; attor- tests that some of these .conditions' doval: "The constitution will receive deration."
Is enldemlc within elht
fever
saries of life are, lead, 60 cents per so that tbe voters of New Mexico miles of
ney general $4,000; superintendent of sre adopted only because demanded the solid vote of Sandoval county. I
Santa
Fe, The best plan,
were promptly informed of the com
High public office Is no longer for pound; powder, 63 cents per pound;
public Instruction $3,000, and commit by the Act of Congress.
know of no one who would oppose It
constitutional con therefore, for Snnta Fe people is to
a poor man. The people tnemseives Iron, 22 "cents per pound; steel, 50 pleted result of the
Schedule. This article provides for or vote
sioner of public lands $3,000. All exat
atay
it."
for
home,
after all its cllmatio
some
against
of
the
vention.
last
However,
cents per pound, Gold dust Id quoted
cept the last two mentioned, are to the government during the transition
San Juan County R. W. Heflln: are to blame for It, as they Insist that
iltiia.
minute changes and revisions, Were superiority and advantaeenim
-be ineligible to succeed themselves. period between the territorial
v,
every office must be elective, that ev- - at $14 per ounce; hay at $20 per ton; not Included
and
in the fundamental law tion make It the healthiest nltv In the
board, ner week. 110: Mexican labor
direct
must
Tbls article state form of government and also for is
candidate
Judicial Department.
through
go
world.
very strong but possibly with time erf
board themselves), 75 cents as printed by these three papers. Sevprovides for an elective , Judiciary, the election to approve the constitu- and study, the people may change primary Md other ordeals. Th ican- ers (who
per day; but when boarded, $10 per eral of these are material and others
three supreme court Judges to serve tion and the first ttate election.
'
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for
statehood
as
the
desire
their minds
Insignificant, but so that the readers
month."
Miscellaneous.
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This was the last Is
eight years at $6,000 a year; eight dlt
"mra
very strong. The advocates ot di- of the' New Mexican may be accurate- publicly declared that t.hA rianth rata
the
26
For
a
probate article formulated and passed. It rect legislation In San Juan county expeneesj a. required by
trlct Judges $4,500 year;
of Albuquerque can be cut In two.
The wealthy city of Pueblo, has JustJ ly Informed, tbe constitution as finan OI lUO cauumi.o,
Judges, eight district attorneys, a Jus- provides for the filling of vacancies, .
fm.nd In hnth nortlo.
uignar unices,
revised and compared with the While Santa Fe is a much healthier
mO tU
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,141.
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a
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k.J
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for
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of
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"
general
Rome- town,
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San Miguel County Eugenlo
.
In- n1frA- fnr th - atatA
...
municipal purposes. Property Is as official copy on file in the office of could yet,
and a district clerk for each county, elections, the choosing of presidential ro: "San
be reduced considerably if a
...
Miguel County win give .,- a(ittnr of sessed in Pueblo all the way from 60 Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, sewer
said district clerk also to be county electors In 1912, an eight hour day In
system were Installed nnd h
iui iui
,, n..i.l r.l.i,.-- i
Cm, to 100 per cent of its real value. Santa will be printed as a supplement to
and probate clerk. Juvenile, munici public service, an employers' liability u.ju uiajuni
town Kept clean from one end to the
Fe, with an average assessment of fif- Saturday's New Mexican.
pal and other courts may be created law, prohibits the leasing of convict "Santa Fe County will give from 600 gress but was defeated, spent directly - teen
other,
per cent has a regular municipal
$3,805. James C, Burger, also defeatlabor, employment of convicts at useby the legislature.
Arizona has voted down prohibition,
ooR iR.
upward. It ought to go solid LV f
oth. levy of only 10 mills. Yet, some peoElective Franchise. This article ful occupations, the proceeds from majority
Demlng will vote next January on
for some unand ple wonder why Santa Fe has not the It has voted down woman's suffrage
c&nmaleti iotb Democratic
secures to all male citizens the right which are to go to the dependent fam- and would go solid, but
and If it were wise enough to keep a bond Issue of $38,000 for sanitary
be feared."
to
Is
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other
which
derhand
the
work
and
sums
police
protection,
of
never
be
of
the
shall
the
which
abridged ily
convict,
Republican, spent greater
publication
to vote
"I from 0ther states, i come Teports of ot civic life In cities like Pueblo, Co- other legislative provisions out of the sewer construction. Thus one town
Sierra County E. D. TIttman:
on account ot language or race. How- laws In both English and Spanish for
am not certain of ths attitude that the men spending as high as $50,000 In lorado Springs and Denver, where, Ty constitution and reconsider its action after the other In New Mexico marInsane
as
and
not
thereafter
the
years
taxed,
Idiots,
twenty
Indians
ever,
It ches ahead ot the Capital and the
of Sierra County will take. Tbe the race for office. The man who Is the way, life, limb and property are on the recall and the initiative,
persons and those convicted of an In legislature may determine, against people
are In the would stand as good a show to come oldest and most nrosDeroua cltv of
fa in mm crime shall not have the fran emoluments besides salary by officials, only paper In tbe county threatens to earning $3 to $6 a day stands so show far more Insecure than they
In as a state, as does New Mexico,
them all.
capital of New Mexico.
fight the constitution, but there are whatever in such a contest
chise; women shall have the right to 'and the oath to be taken by officials,
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Rule Attorney General It Is Apparent That Federal Governor Extends Executive
Government Is in Com
Clemency for Sake of
Clancy and So Admits
Removed Official
Convict's Family
plete Control
IN THE JHIDYO

DAM

a

HONDO STRICT

NEUTRALITY OBSERVED

CONSTRUCTION

CERTIFICATES

.'

j
Territorial Engineer Approves Troops Held in Readiness to Eden Canal, Land and Power
'
, Company
r Aid U. S. Marshalls to
Changes
', of Irrigation Project in
c vita Name. n.
... Taet County.
Guard Border.
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j
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.''.....'in ,:
Governor Millt today Issued the folAttorney General Frank W. Clancy
Paso, Nov. 23. A' lull In the
has ruled tbat Judge Edward A. Mann fighting around Torreon and Chibua- - lowing Thanksgiving pardon, follow.
,
is prima facie entitled to recognition
v...
ing the precedent let by other gov
mwtM
ronnrran . v....
ni
'
hum
rwinpnin
ernors:
n1"'"-Kloclearnedcan
be
Valencia counties vice George W.far
Whereas, the custom ot extending
1"
otherparts of the
removed by Governor Mills but takln'
executive clemency to some deserving
is making a fight to retain the of- - Public, Parral, Gomes,; Palacio and prisoner on Thanksgiving Day has
flee). " He however, admits, tbat the Jimenez are reported tranquil.
The been observed by the Chief Executive
attorney general's ruling is correct, government forces are in control' of of the Territory of New Mexico for
"'
for be intendt to bring quo warranto TnrrMn
Th
many years; and
,,.rthM
proceeamgs againsi jurdu, waica is mated at
the
at
into
Whereas,
September,
sixty
seventy,
regular
largely
an admission that Mann Is in possesA. D. 1909 term of the district court,
sion of the office. Attorney General surgents. The revolutionists lack orand the sitting within and for the county ot
ganization and leadership
Clancy's opinion follows: .
supply of arms is limited.! The in- Colfax, Territory of New Mexico, John
..v ; November 21, 1910.
i:
surgents are massed around Chihua Barnum was convicted and sentenced
Hon. Alfred Qrunsfeld,
hua city and have control
of a large to serve a term ot two years in the
,7
c
Albuquerque, N. M.
penitentiary, from which sentence he
territory.
Dear Mr. Grunsfeld:
took an appeal and secured a super
Heavy Fighting' at Santa Isabel
'
I have 'this morning received your
'
Heavy fighting began early this cedeas; and
letter of yesterday and hasten to anSanta
Cbibuabua.
at
Isabel,
ot
Is
morning
man
said
a
Barnum
Whereas,
'''''
swer. You ask whom, In my opinion,
At Torreon a large force of cavalry large family, having a wife and five
conffnlssioners hnit
the board of county
hiun Mnt In nn roil ( t nt Ika hsa. small children
:
JUDGE A. B. FALL, THE CHEVALIE A OF THREE RIVERS
him
upon
dependent
should recognize as district attorney
who hiTO withdrawn lo- for support, and since the date of his
in the view of the probable conflict be- - ,,ut,owitr
San Pedro where decllMblt. conviction said Barnum bat been livd,
ana ueorge o.
HeportB from
u, wa, eIpected
Even if Judge A. B., Fall bad not lished his biography a few weeks ago tween Bawara a. Mann
on a homertead entered by blm
to
Klock at to Which one is entitled
that I larra fnr. ing
from the United 8tatet Government
leaped into fame bsfore tbli, hit lead after be was sleeted delegate 40 tne omce. unacr tne aecisions 01 our M.tov Hclap Is
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Ira O. Wetmore, manager of the in the afternoon the grammar grades Leaves, tree branches,
'
They were pleasant callers at the New
of Lincoln, New Mexico, at the made by parties on both side, It be- OWD8H8
ai Monierey, otero county, will render their Thanksgiving pro fruits had been used to give the har Mexican editorial office this forenoon Gray
The use of Foley Kidney Pills. They
home of the bride's
conparents. The gan to happen in or near zanone s
and were shown the sights of Santa
grams. In the evening at 8 o'clock, vest effect, and the fact that the
and
strengthening
was performed by the Rev. loon at 8; 30 Monday. Considerable are upbuilding,
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that the Ugh school will give an entertain- cert was a Thanksgiving day celebra- Fe by Agent W. D. Shea.
Father Paulhan of Pecos. The couole whisky had been sloughed off by both soothing. Tonic In action, quick In retion by the guild was easily grasped.
nient in the high school auditorium,
Contain Mercury.
were attended
John Harrison, Jr., parties. It is said, but the Old Mexico sults. Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.
na memnrv will auralv rlo.trnr
the' Dr. Frank H. H Roberta, oresldent After the affair was over the delighted
When a cold becomes settled in the and Miss Mable by
Mexi-siste- r
New
the
and
Harrison, brother and Mexican
sense of smell and completely derange of the Normal University at Las Ve- - audience doubtleas gave thank for system, it will, take several days
their feet on POPULATION OF KANSAS FIVE
while
the
of
bride.
kept
cans,
the
they
Only
family
a
and
auch
skilfully
arranged
Fe
the
pleasing
Santa
the whole system when entering it gas, visited
High School
treatment to cure It, and the best rem- and a few Intimate friends were pres- - the same bar rail, remained at oppo-en- t.
TIME3 THAT OF NEW MEXICO.
through the mucous surfaces. Such yesterday forenoon and addressed the program.
Cough
to use Is Chamberlain's
The young couple left on Santa 'site ends of the mahogany. Between
The sale of the Woman's Aid Socle-o- n edy
articles should never be used except pupils on the subject of patriotism.
Remedy. It will oure quicker than any Fe train No, 1, for El Paso. Texas, and drinks timely topics were discussed,
Washington, D, C, Nov. 21, The
from reputable phy- - His address was lUtened to with ty of the Presbyterian church will be
In a Old Mexico, That the
prescription
on Tuesday after other, and alBO leaves the system
young couple the conversation naturally drifting to population ot the state of Kansas Is
slclans, a the damage they will do marked attention and was much an-- , held at Library hall
natural and healthy condition. Sold was held In high esteem was manifest ward the present situation between 1,690,949, an Increase of 22t,46, or 15
is ten fold to the good you can pos-- ! predated. Dr. W. E. Garrison and noon, November 23. A caffcterla sup-slbled by the many and costly presents.
all druggists.
the United States and Mexico. The per cent over 1800V
derive from them. Hall's Ca Professor and Mrs. R. R. Larkln, were per will be served beginning at 6 by
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. also visitors. Dr. Garrison made a o'clock. Special attractions will be CRIPPEN WILL BE HANGED
Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0., contains no brief address which was much enjoyed on hand for the children,
ON WEDNESDAY.
Mr. and Mrs. 8. O. Cartwrlght entermercury, and is taken Internally, act-- 1 by the pupils. Professor Larkln was
o
asked to address the school butjtalned at dinner last night In honor
ing directly upon the blood and
London, Nov. 21. Dr. Crlppen's pe
cous surfaces of the system. In buy--1 excused himself owing to the late of Major and Mr. P. F. Straub, of
Washington, D. C, who are on their tition for reprieve was denied today,
lug Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you! hour.
Dr. F. M. Chester and Dr. George honeymoon. A profusion of bridal the Home Secretary announcing that
get the genuine. It 1. taken Internal- y
ferns made a
ho declined to Interfere with the senly and made In Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Warner Hawken, two specialists from roses, with green
For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
free.
Los Angeles, arrived here last night tlful white and green color scheme for tence of the court. Crlppen will be
& Co. Testimonial
November
were
Covers
of
the
decorations.
on
executed
table
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
the
morning
Sold by all druggist. Price 7Bo per in their 25 horse power Overland,
23.
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
other
be
laid
for
the
guest
been
twelve,
touring since July 1,
bottle.
They have
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Guadalupe Railroad Junction Town
Mutt Abandon Free and Easy
Frontier Ways.

Will Go to the Kansas City
Mexi o and Orient
Railway
HAS BEEN EFFICIENT ENGINEER
'

Placed Irrigation and Good
Road Work on Stable Basis in
'

New Mexico.

'

LABADIE.
From Guadalupe County and Who
Republ lean Party Two years Ago

HON, TRANQUILINO

Delegate to the Constitutional Convention
Iniurged

From tho Domooratio totho

Hon. Tranqullino Labadie, delegate
from Guadalupe county, was born In
the City of Santa Fe on the 6th day of
He received bli education
. July 1854.
at Bt. Michael'! College. His father
Hon. Lorenzo Labudie wai known
from East to West and from North to
South all over New Mexico, having
served as sheriff of Valencia, Santa
Fe and San Miguel counties for ten
years; he also served the V. S. Government as Indian agent for twelve
consecutive years for the Navajoes,
the Mescalero Apaches, and the Utes
and Jlcarlllas.
Mr. Labadie has held many public
to
offices which he has discharged
the entire satisfaction of his constituents. In the year 1885 be was appointed undersheriff by the lamented
Don Hllarlo Romero, and was for ten
months In absolute control of the she-Hit-'s
and collector's affairs, without
bond; In 1884 during the vacation of
Congress he was appointed by Graver Cleveland as postmaster of Las
Vegas, then a second class office, and
served honorably In that position for
the term of four years. In 1893 he
' was appointed by Governor L. B.
Prince, as Regent of the now Normal
University of New Mexico, and was
appointed by the Board of Regents
as seoretary and treasurer, which position he held for three years .with
i

credit
14 IsSKMie was appointed chief deputy, and lnbsdlute control of the
collector's office of San Miguel county
under Don Carlos Gabaldon, which
position he held for several months
till Mr. Gabaldop resigned, and Mr.
Labadle's most esteemed friend, the
Hon. Felix Martinet was appointed
fill
by the county commissioners to
the vacancy, Mr. Labadie however, remaining in the absolute management
office
and control of the collector's
In
during Mr. Martinet incumbency;
by
1898 Mr. Labadie was appointed
the Board of County Commissioners
colof San Miguel county as "county
lector", to fill the vacancy caused by
the resignation of Hon. Felix 'Marti

nez which position h held until Jan
uary 1, 1899.
In 1893 he was appointed as special
agent of the New York Life Insurance
Company, and canvassed as such the
whole Territory, rendering fruitful
services to his company and with
honor and credit to himself; also ren
Building
presented the
and Loan Association of Las Vegas
for several years and rendered a good
service
. In 1893 he was
put in charge as
r
and manager of the ex
tensive tie, and' merchandising affairs
of Hon, Eugenio Romero at Manzano,
and Torreon, Torrance countyi for
about 18 months.
In 1905. he was apolnted by the
County Commissioners of Torrance
county to make the transcript of
the county records, and in the legis
lature of that year, aided by his per
sonal friend, the Hon. Solomon Luna,
secured for Torrance county, although
no credit was given him for that, a
reduction of the county debt that was
to be assumed by Torrance county,
from (35,000 to $25,000; an extension
of the western boundary of the county
for a whole tier of townships; also
the transfer of the school funds to the
amount of not less than $16,000, for
which provision had not been made
by the act creating the County of Tor
.'
rance.
In the same year 1905, he removed
to the County of Guadalupe, and lm
mediately took charge and absolute
management of the county clerk's of
fice, for two years, since then he has
been In the assessor's office, and has
every year made the tax rolls of Quay
dalupe county.
Mr. Labadie has been all his life a
staunch Democrat, no power on earth
had been able to change his politics,
but two years ago, realizing that he
had been oil ( the wrong path for so
many years voluntarily and without
any influence whatever being brought
to bear upon bim, he declared himself
a "Republican," and you can rest assured that he has come to stay.

the mayor said, "to1 avoid sporadic
CHOLERA IN ROME
measures had
HAS BEEN CHECKED. cases in Rome, but
hnnn adonted to Isolate the sick and
Cleri- prevent contagion, the result being
Mayor Nathan Compalns That
that In four months there had been
cal Enemies Are Spreading
but twenty three cases in the city, a
Disquieting Reports,
had occurred In
PAN number than
Berlin, Vienna and Budapest Nathan
openIn
a
21.
speech
Rome, Not.
hinted briefly to his controversy witn
Couning the session of the Municipal
th Vatican and hinted at possible
Nathan
complained
cil today Mayor
connection between the artificially
abroad,
hotel
keepers
that interested
spread fears of the cholera and the
especially in America and Switzer- fears trumpeted in the name of health
to
exaggercurrency
had
given
land,
of soul which mean war against Rome
ated reports of the cholera epidemic and the patriotic, manifestation of
In"the
lower,
thus
In Italy,
serving
1911.
terested motives of the clericals, who
of
success
the
from
to
detract
wUh
Lame back comes on suddenly and
the festivities In 1911 In celebration of
It Is caused by
the proclamation of Rome as the Ca- la extremely painful.
the rhonmatlum nf the muscles. Quick re
Considering
of
United
Italy.
pital
Chamber
influx of the people from tHe provin- lief is afforded by applying
all druggists.
ces to the capital, it was Impossible," lain's Liniment. Sold by

HON. 8AL0ME MARTINEZ.
Delegate In the Constitutional Convention from Plntada, Guadalupe
and a Prominent 8heep and Stock Ralter.
In
Hon. Salome Martinez, delegate
convention from
the constitutional
Plntada, Guadalpe county was born
his
In 18B9 at Antonchloo. Although
parents were not wealthy, their standto
ing in the comunity was owing
their honesty and probity of characto
the
ter. In 1861 his parents moved
Junction of Galllnas and Pecos rivers.
eduYoung Martinez received a good
cation In the publis chools of San MiIs pract-ioall- y
guel oounty but Mr. Martinez
e
man of natural busia
ness ability and today Mr. Martinez
Is regarded as one of the successful
businessmen of the territory.
Mr. Martinez contiuued to live at
Jundton of Galllnas and Pecos rivers
until 1890 when he decided to move
to La Plntada followed by many of his
friends and relatives who desired to
settle up that country.
Mr. Martinez there made a success

County

of sheep and stock raising and he also
made so many friends that when he
was elected delegate to the constitutional convention, he rolled up the biggest majority given by bis county.
In 1900, when the Republican party
leaders were casting
their eyes
around for the timber of the kind that
could combat the Democratlcs stronghold of Guadalupe county, Mr. Martinez was seleote bb the candidate for
colleccounty treasurer and
tor. He was elected by a big maorlty
and be served his county so we1! that
he was earnestly sought to run for
other offices. This be declined to do
on the ground that his large Interests
took up aal his attention.
Mr. Martinet has always been a Republican and enjoys tbe confidence of
the leaders of that party as well as
of his constituents.

Vaughn
Vaughn, N. M., Nor. 17.
has no longer, especially in old town,
the appearance of a frontier town.
Vaughn has reformed, the reformation
being tbe result of tbe combined ef-- ,
forts of the New Mexico mounted police and Judge Ball, of the police
court. For several days past the
.mounted policemen have been busy
giving "move on," and "get out of
town within 24 hours," to women of
the redllght district, their friends and
numerous other undesirable
charac
ters. Many of the persons notified
I
left town. Others remained to be
shown and were hauled into Judge
Ball's court Among those who were
shown it Joe Brown, who was fined
B
nd
,lx months Jail
sentence If he remains In the county.
Brown wa" ch,rged. T
,allowlng
women to enter ana annx in a saloon. Lena Johnson was fined one

Vernon L. Sullivan, the capable,
popular Territorial Engineer of the
Governor
Territory today handed
Mills his resignation to take effect on
Nnw Vmp Th rnaimotinn wa
oepted with much regret but as Mr.
Sullivan resigned to sccept a situation
which will pay blm twice as much
as his present one, and as n his new fQr fr
tlng ,a,oonl. sentence was
position be can be of untold good to suspended It the woman leaves town.
this commonwealth by
directing A bunch of other women of tbe under- praotically unlimited development of worIlI were irralgned and sentenced
Its resources, he will not be urged to t0 pay a flne 0f aoIlar and cottM and
remain at his post in his new place ,pend sixty days in Jail. Sentence
he is to have charge of all Irrigation was also suspended In their cases, oro- enterprises on the Kansas City, Mex- - j vlding they left town. These women
lco and Orient Railroad, that wonder-- ; were Carmen Juarez, Marguerite Le
ful line of ateel from Kansas City to Roy, Irene Johnson, Ida Scott, Eva
Tobolobampo an ' the Pacific Coast, Scott,' Claudle Gregory, Lena Wallace,
and which Is being build by Arthur E. Rena Gray, Daugherty Gray.
A. A. Valdet was bound over to the
Stilwell with Dutch and British capi- tal. But a few gaps of the road re-- action of the grand Jury on a charge
of
assault with a deadly weapon. Ga
main to be constructed.
briel Anaya and Pedro Villa were also
Mr, Sullivan's successor probably
will be his assistant Charles D. Mil bound over on the same charge. Anaya
ler fully cognizant and In sympathy and Villa were told to leave town and
with the work so well done by Mr.
Sullivan the past three years. These
are some of the things accomplished
by him during his brief Incumbency.
He has brought an unimportant of
fice up to be one of the most Impor
tant In the Territory. It now being
one of the most progressive and furnishes s very large amount of data to
the public
Tbe office has one stenographer and
five salaried engineer!.
t
Has placed New Mexico water re
sources before the public all over the
United State.
He waged a campaign on more
sctentiflo and economical use of water
for Irrigation purposes.
HA, through the writing and distri
bution of bulletins, assisted the farmer regarding various lines of

0t

,

m

Obtained the Carey Act through the
aid of Delegate Andrews. The origin-

al hill drawn up by him and the Attorney General, Hervey, passed Congress
without amendment
Has started and obtained the col
lection of hydrographlen data 6y the
most modern methods of today,
Has brought forth the possibilities
of water power and the great water
resources that can be developed-frothe underflow.
Has started a system of highways
In which every road built Is an examnle of goods roads construction.
Mr. Sullivan was appointed terri
torial engineer by Governor Curry- He came here from Carlsbad, Eddy
county, where he had been engineer
for the Pecos Valley and irrigation
Company. Santa Fe will regret great
ly to lose Mr. Sullivan and his family
but best wishes will accompany them
to their new home.
Letter of Resignation.
November 21st 1910.
Hon. Win. J. Mills, Governor of New
'
Mexico, Building.
My Dear Governor Having oeen
tendered several lucrative positions of
late, one of which is by a large railroad company, I feel that it is to my
Interest to accept It
It has been with much hesitancy
that I have considered any of them
for my relations with you as well as
the other governors under whom I
have served, have been ao congenial
that it is with regret that I tender my
resignation as your territorial engin
eer to take effect January 1st 1911.
Yours very truly,
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Territorial Engineer.
Governor Praises Him.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
livan received today the following letter from Governor Mills, accepting bis
resignation:
My Dear Mr. Sullivan I am Just
in receipt of your letter of the 21st
Inst in which you state that you have
been tendered a lucrative position
with a large railroad and that you
feel constrained to accept It on account of tbe salary being so much
larger than that you are getting as
territorial engineer.
While I congatulate you on having
your merits and ability recognized by
an outside corporation at tbe same
time I regret exceedingly that the
Territory is to lose the benefit of your
services. You have always been such
an active worker, competent engineer
and so honest In all your dealings thai
It will be exceedingly difficult for the
Territory to fill the vacancy caused by
your resignation. With much regret,
however, I will accept your resignation to take effect January 1, 1911.
"Very truly yours,
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
"Governor."
Vernon L. Sullivan, Esq., Territorial
Engineer, Santa Fe, N. M.
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never return and tbelr sentences sus
pended.
Walter Darlington, of Garllngton
Bros., who own and operate the transfer line, was tried before Justice of
the Peace Ball on a charge of aiding
and abetting the crime of murder. Upon motion of District Attorney McEl-roof Tucumcari, the case was disMr. Garllngton
rented s
missed.
room In the Garllngton building to E.
G. McNabb, who was arrested several
weeks ago on a charge of shooting
H. H. Hargis from behind .a door of
tbe room. The evidence In the case
showed that Garllngton bad nothing to
do with the shooting..

1

FORTY MILLION8 IN
WORTHLESS 8TOCKS
Alleged to Havt Been Unloaded
Publlo By Firm of Brokers
Raided by Uncle 8am.
New York, Nov. 21. Federal officers
this afternoon raided the offices of
Burr Brothers', dealers in stock! and
other securities. The raid was made
on warrants charging the use of the
malls to defraud. Tbe postoffice offi
cials say that the firm baa sold to in
vestors at par value between forty ana
fifty millions In stocks of various companies, most of which have gone out
of existence or become bankrupt
GOOD RE8ULT8 ALWAYS

FOLLOW
Mr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee, Wis,
says Foley's Honey and Tar la atill
more than the best He writes us,
All those that bought it think It is
tbe best for coughs and colds they
ever bad and I think It Is still more
than the best Our baby had a bad
cold and it cured him In one day.
Please accept thanks." Sold by The
Capital Pharmacy.
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Hon James A. Hall, delegate In the Mr. Hall figured was the split In the
!!?
nom,,nnltng1 """"""'i
constitutional convention from Elida.
Thoug ft
Roosevelt county, 1. a lawyer, and August
"
former newspaper man who has made "
i veiopea into two lXmTCIuo
hi. m.,1, in vw mmIco
the
' uons uem lue hiuv uu; iuu
He was born on May 10th, 1884, In same town but In different halls. As
Ellis county, Texas. His father, Rich- a result Mr. Hall with C. M. Compton
ard A. Hall, was- - a Methodist minis ami v. n ftnMamtth wnrn nominated
ter, Mr. Hall', early education was a delegatet on on, Uckct
Q u
received in the public schools of Tex Reese, W. R. McGIll and W. W. Van
as.
He was graduated from Claren- Winkle on the other. The latter made
don college at Clarendon, Texas, In
mu am nf iha ofalp flllnff & Suit
1905, and was graduated from Cum-- ,
probat9 clerk , Roceveu
agalnt
uenanu umyor.ii at ucu.uuu,
countT ieeking to enjoin him from
LL.B.
of
the
with
1906,
in June
degree
printing the former names on a ticket
and In the same month was admitted under the Democratic emblem allegto practice law before the supreme
ing that said action would be Irregucourt of that state.
lar. The suit was filed In the district
Mr. Hall came to New Mexico in court at Portales and the papers were
1903 and embarked in the mercantile forwarded to Santa Fe where Chief
business which he had followed a few Justice Pope was then trying cases
years in Texas. After a year spent in before the supreme court Judge Pope
business In New Mexico be returned Issued an order citing the probate
to school. After graduating from the clerk to appear and show cause.
Cumberland University, he returned Messrs. Hall, Compton and Samuel J.
to New Mexico and ran newspaper and Nixon, an attorney at Portales, appeared before Justice Pope, represent
practiced law at Elida, N. M.
In 1908, Mr. Hall sold out his news ing the clerk, Charles Mitchell. The
to the Jurisdicpaper and went to Altus, Okla., where defendanta demurred
held
be remained for fourteen months, dur tion of the court and the court
that the demurrer waa not well taken
ing which time he was city attorney.
did
He again returned to New Mexico in for the reason that the complaint
not show specifically a split conven1909, because of the low altitude in
Oklahoma, and resumed practice of tion.
The evidence was then taken and
law at Elida. He has been active in
sustained
Roosevelt county politics since first the demurrer renewed and
two tickets in the field. Tbe
locating In New Mexico, but never leaving
result waa that
asked for any office until he became fun continued. The
candidate for delegate to the consti- two Democrats and one Republican
were elected, the Republican being
tutional convention.
man in the race.
A feature of the campaign In which the third highest
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HON. JAM to A. HALL,
Delegate in the Convention From Elida, Roosevelt County and a Former
Newspaperman.

Quay
Rio Arriba

AT THE
CAPITOL BUILDING.

t78
5464
3947
1981
1977
7663
5644
1368
4358
3948
2771
8810
3449

1,511.20
2,185.60
1,578.80
792.40
790.80
3,065.20
2.257.60
547.20
1.743.20
1,579.20
1.108.40.
1,524.00
1,37960

Roosevelt
Sandoval
Prudential Insurance Company Admit
San Juan
ted to New Mexico Pecos PowSan Miguel
er Project Extension.
Santa Fe
Sierra
Governor Mills today appointed Socorro
William H. Eschburg ol tantara. Taos
,
Curry county, a notary public.
Torrance ... .'
Insurance Company Admitted.
Union ...
JacoInsurance
of
Superintendent
Valencia ...
bo Chaves today admitted the Prudential Insurance Company of Newark,
99308
$39,723,20
Total
..
N. J., to do buainess In New Mexico.
Funds.
WORKERS
Territorial
AID FOR GARMENT
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
AND BUILDING TRADES.
Lohman,
OBcar
from
received
today
treasurer of Dona Ana county, $529,- - American Federation Also Takes Up
n
60; Lend Commissioner Kooert r.
for Settlement Question of
$18; Game Warden Thomas P.
Jurisdiction.
Gable $6.
Ml
Extension of Time Granted.
St Louis, Nov. 21. Aid for the
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul
garment workers of Chlca- livan today granted E. H. Fisher or striking
mr.A
fH h.dlHInw Imac rtf T Jim
-nr
Cimarron Coax county .n extension
lie
.-

HON. BENJAMIN
F. PAN KEY.
' "m! t0K
m!
Delegate In the Constitutional Convention From 8anta Fe County, For """"
...IT vi vuo uij
mer Lawyer, Former President of a Telephone Company and Now a Dower --urujeuv
New Mexico Millionaire Rancher.
School Apportionment
Census Apportion
County

5!P,.!L'.ii" J

Hon. Benjamin F. Pankey, delegate
In the constitutional convention from
Santa Fe county, a former lawyer,
former telephone company president,
and organizer to fight the power of
trusts, now is a millionaire land
owner and rancher employing scores
of laborers and paying out tbe modest sum of $1,000 month tor salaries
of bis employes.
But Mr. Pankey enjoys another dis
tinction and that is heading the ticket
of his county in the race for the con
he
stitutional convention, although
ran with such well known men as
Hon. Thomas B. Catron, Col. George.
W. Prichard, Hon. Victor Ortega ana
Hon. J. D. Sena. When the returns
came In ln September showing one B.
F. Pankey with the greatest majority
every one asked "Who Is this Pankey?"

It Is true Mr. Pankey has not lived
very long In New Mexico but he has
lived long enough ln Santa Fe county
to let his sterling qualities be appre-.o- f
elated and they were appreciated by
the rolling up of this flattering vote
for Mr. Pankey as delegate to the constitutional convention.
A native of Harrlsburg, Illinois, Mr,
Pankey Is still in the prime of life and
he looks every Inch of It He comes
and that blood
f iiwMi
may aocount for his genial disposition
and his enthusiasm which makes him
a winner, in telephone fights or ln
election contests.
Mr. Pankey received his early edu
cation in the public schools and col
leges of southern Illinois and he was
a good student though he took up a
study that of matrimony before he
was graduated from the college of
minors. His wife was the daughter of
AND
EFFECTIVE.
BOTH SPEED
Illinois
H. H. Harris a prominent
aotlon
of
the
This Indicates
Foley lawyer. Mr. Pankey studied law witn
S.
Battle
as
Parsons,
Kidney Pills
but strange to say
bis father-in-la"I have
Creek, Mich., illustrates:
been afflicted with a severe case of
kidney and bladder trouble for which CRIPPEN TO BE HANGED
I found no relief until I used Foley
MORNING.
TOMORROW
Kidney Pills. These cured me enI was
tirely of all my ailments.
troubled with backaches and severe
London, Nov. 22. Dr, Crtppen will
shooting pains with annoying urinary be hanged at eight tomorrow morning.
Irregularities. The steady use of Foley This announcement was made today
Kidney Pills rid me entirely of all my and with It passed the last hope the
former troubles. Tbey have my highfor a
est recommendation." Bold by The condemned man may have had
reprieve.
Capital Pharmaoy.

resolutions committee at today's .e- ,sion of the convention of the Ameri- can Federation of Labor. It Is be-- i
lieved that the recommendations will
be adopted. The question of Juris
ment diction
between the Mine Workers
$3,074.40 anH tha VaHpi-ntlnnf Miner WAN elRO
2,212.00 Before
(j), convention today.
,
i

never practiced his profession. Toll7686
Bernalillo
ing over dead men's thoughti was not Chavea
6630
JUBt the occupation for a man with
4061
1,624.40
.
A
1
v Colfax
.1
kt. t
8150
1,260.00
Croup Is most prevalent during the
Ben Panltey and g0 ln i881 we nna Curry Ana
1,848.00
4620
Dona
of the early winter
him moving to a ranch near Topeka,
1.828.40 dry cold weather
.'...4571
Eddy
Parents of young children
Kansas and there he stayed ranching,
4516
1,806.40 ' months.
Grant
Is
year after year. He was successful Guadalupe
1 374.40 should be prepared for It All that
3436
'
and It was not many years before the Lincoln
1 iKi sn needed Is a bottle of Chamberlain's
2887
lawyer-ranche- r
had grown so wealthy Luna
482.80 Cough Remedy. Many mothers are
1207
that he was regarded as the largest McKlnley
301.20 never without It ln their homes and It
753
owner of cattle in tbe entire state.
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Mr. Pankey did not Just like the Otero
way telephone business his state was
1900
run
so
he
ln
and
organized
being
an Independent company to fight the
Bell system and be was made presl
flent and manager of the new com- pany which was in operation for six
years. It became the people s system
and was an instant success.
In the year 1906, Mr. Pankey pur
chased the San Cristoval land grant
near Galisteo, New Mexico and for the
past three years or more he has lived
on this ranch which covers an area
100,000 acres. He also owns a 10,-000 acre ranch near Emporia, Kansas,
considered a very valuable property.
For the past twenty years Mr. Pankey has taken an aottve part In Republican politics but never ran for any
office. When George Curry was gov
ernor Mr. Pankey was appointed a
member of the cattle sanitary board
and he discharged his duties well.
A frequent visitor to Santa Fe where
be owns a house, Mr. Pankey resides
on his ranch when he Is not at the
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Republican.
do next. He has health, wealth, enerPankey Is
gy and the
a first class fellow and simplicity of
Hon. Perfecto Esquibel, delegate ln and was returned In 1877 from Rio
his
manner charms while
sincerity the constitutional
convention from Arriba county. In 1883 be was elected
wins the esteem of everyone from Rio Arriba county and for many years sheriff of tbe county and ln 188S he
Three years later he
newsboys to captains of industry.
prominent In the Republican party, was
was born at Embudo, Rio Arriba coun was elected treasurer and collector of
ty in 1842, his parents being Teodoro his county.
He performed his duties with honesHEXAMETHYLENETETRAMINE
Esquibel and Maria de la Lut BanIs the name of a German chemical, chet de Esquibel. He was given a ty and tact and made many friends
one of the many valuable Ingredients good education. After a sojourn of and staunch supporters. In the legistwo years ln Tlerra Amarilla Mr. Es- lative assembly of 1906 he served ss
of Foley's Kidney Remedy.
is reoognlted by quibel returned to Embudo where he sergeant-at-armhas ever been a
Mr. Esquibel
medical text books and authorities as followed the career of a merchant
for from 1874 to 1880, and then moved to staunoh Republican and has wielded
a uric add solvent and
ln
the urine. Take Foley's Kidney Rem- Las Nutrias to take charge of large great influence ln his county and
the affairs of the territory, for his
edy promptly at the first sign of kid- farming Interests.
Mr. Esquibel was called into poll- - ability and patriotism have been manney trouble and avoid a serious mal,'.
tics and was sent to the legislature. ifest
i(.
ady. Sold b The Capital Pharmacy.
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that for the recall of judges. With
means of the electric pumping system postofflce is Santa Fe, New Mex., have
one exception there la not a newspa- cult amendment would cause its rejec tumblers.
school superintendents. Fifteen states for his client, going over every point is the big project now well under way made application for a patent for the
it is believed.
H. R were
The gift to Sergeant-at-Arm- s
Inthere and promoted by McBee and 8ilver
per, Democratic or Republican, In the tion,
represented, from Louisiana in with minuteness. He claimed the
Queen
Group, comprising
Whiting was a gold headed cane of the south to North Dakota and Mlnne- - dictment was so faulty a not to fur- Hockenhull, the firm headed by W.
1499.93 linear feet on the Drummond
territory which la not hammering the
CONSTITUTION IS ADOPTED.
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constitutional convention hard for the
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Mexico came in tor much favorable argument on the matter, strongly op- versity of New Mexico. Mr. McBee ly from discovery shaft thereon;
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